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CCVT’S MANDATE 

The Canadian Centre for Victims of Torture (CCVT) aids survivors to overcome the lasting effects of 
torture and war. In partnership with the community, the Centre supports survivors in the process of 
successful integration into Canadian society, works for their protection and integrity, and raises 
awareness of the continuing effects of torture and war on survivors and their families. 

Triumph Over Torture 

CANADIAN CENTRE FOR VICTIMS OF TORTURE 

Main Office 

194 Jarvis Street, 2nd floor 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada     M5B 2B7 

Tel: 416-363-1066 Fax: 416-363-2122 

Website: www.ccvt.org 

Scarborough Office 

2401 Eglinton Ave. East, 3rd floor, Unit 310 

Scarborough, Ontario, Canada    M1K 2N8 

Tel: 416-750-3045     Fax: 416-750-4990 

CCVT at Fred Victor 

20 Palace Road 

Toronto, ON,     M5A 1G4 

Itinerant Services 

Mississauga Office 

130 Dundas Street East, Suite 204 

Mississauga, ON  L5A  3V8 

Tel: 905-277-2288        Fax: 905-277-8083  

The Hub 

1527 Victoria Park Avenue 

Toronto, Ontario, Canada     M1L 2T3 

Tel: 416-750-9600 Fax: 416-750-9200 

TRADITIONAL ACKNOWLEDGEMENT 
 
We wish to acknowledge the land on which the Canadian Centre for Victims of Torture operates. 
For thousands of years it has been the traditional land of many peoples, including  the Ancestral 
Traditional Territories of the Ojibway, the Anishnabe and, in particular, the Mississauga’s of the 
New Credit. This territory is covered by the Upper Canada Treaties. Today, this place is still the 
home to many indigenous peoples from across Turtle Island and we are grateful to have the 
opportunity to gather, work and learn on this land. 
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SPECIALIZED SERVICES AT CCVT 

Children/Youth Program 

Group Activities and Peer Support 

Mentoring and Leadership Development 

After School Programs 

Recreational & Empowerment Activities 

 Counseling & Crisis Intervention 

Conflict Resolution 

Mental Health  

Counseling & Crisis Intervention 

Individual & Group Therapy 

 Coordinated Professional Services 

Documentation & Public Education 

Settlement Services  

Information & Orientation 

Language Instruction & Skills Training 

Computer (Basic & Intermediate) &  
Secretarial Training 

Seniors & Women Programs 

Employment Support 

Interpretation &Translation 

 

Community Engagement 

Befriending 

Escorting, Interpreting & Translation 

Citizenship Classes, Conversation Circles  

Administrative Support 

Fundraising & Social Events 

 ESL Tutoring 

Public Education 

Information Dissemination 

Consultations on torture & its effects 

Publications & Research 

Educational Seminars & Presentations 

International Projects 

CCVT is associated with a coalition of Centres which support victims 
of violence, repression and torture, in exile or in their own coun-

tries.  CCVT is also a certified member of the IRCT Council. 
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Message from Richard Wazana, Chair of the Board of Directors, and Mulugeta Abai, the 

Executive Director. 

Torture has devastating consequences for victims, their families and the broader community. Its 

severe physical and psychological effects disrupt victims’ lives and often prevent them from 

continuing their life plan. They frequently feel powerless and overwhelmed by guilt and shame 

over the humiliations they have endured.  The physical and psychological damage from torture 

can last for decades and affect several generations. It may be a struggle for survivors of torture to 

build interpersonal relations, pursue professional goals or simply continue with their personal 

development, which is essential for a person’s enjoyment of life. 

Many torture survivors suffer from chronic physical pain years after their abuse and psychological 

symptoms such as anxiety, depression, withdrawal and self-isolation. They also struggle with 

cognitive symptoms, including confusion, flashbacks and memory lapses, as well as symptoms 

such as fatigue, insomnia and recurrent nightmares. The most frequent psychiatric diagnoses are 

posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and major depression. 

The physical and mental consequences of torture often place great strain on the entire family and 

society. Children are particularly vulnerable. They often suffer from feelings of guilt or personal 

responsibility for what has happened to their parent. 

The Canadian Centre for Victims of Torture provides rehabilitation services to help victims rebuild 

their life after torture through a combination of services including medical, psychological, legal 

and social support. It is a process that recognises the victims’ agency and empowerment and 

takes into account their individual needs as well as the cultural, social and political background 

and environment in which they live. In 2017-2018, the centre assisted 2464 survivors from 91 

countries. 

MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIR OF THE BOARD  
THE EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR 

Mulugeta Abai Richard Wazana 
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Rebuilding your life after your dignity has been attacked takes time. Survivors need to be able to 

trust and have confidence in health professionals and other caregivers and they need to know that 

support will be available for them whenever and as long as it is needed. 

CCVT believes that all victims of torture and ill-treatment have an explicit right to rehabilitation. 

Unfortunately, only a few among the hundreds of thousands of victims in the world receive the 

support they desperately need and are entitled to. 

 

The Canadian Centre for Victims of Torture services are: 

 Holistic, taking into account all aspects of the individual’s existence 

 Available, appropriate, accessible and provided in a way that guarantees the safety and 
personal integrity of the victims, their family and their caretakers 

 Provided at the earliest possible point in time after the torture event, without a requirement, 
solely based on recommendations by a qualified health professional 

 Provided in close consultation with the victim and tailored to meet the specific needs of each 
individual victim 
 

The CCVT uses the UN Convention against Torture definition of Torture, which states that “'torture' 

means any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally 

inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person information or a 

confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or is suspected of having 

committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or for any reason based on 

discrimination of any kind, when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with 

the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity. It does 

not include pain or suffering arising only from, inherent in or incidental to lawful sanctions. 

Many people believe torture it is a thing of the past or only happens to a few. The truth is, however, 

that torture persists in over 140 countries, that it happens to thousands of people every day and 

that it can happen to anyone of us. 

We would like to recognize and thank all our funders, donors, board members, volunteers and staff 

who have made significant contributions for CCVT to be able to provide the much needed support 

and services.   
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REPORT FROM THE PROGRAM MANAGER 

Once more CCVT has concluded a very productive year and carries on to 
initiate the fourth year of its five year strategic plan. The most relevant 
program and services highlights from this fiscal year include: 

Expansion of our branch in Scarborough establishing a solid basis for the 
opening of the Mississauga branch.    

The CCVT 
strategic plan 
includes key 
priorities in 

order to fully achieve its goals:  

1.  Excellence and Enhancement. 
Strategic Direction: Promote the 
effectiveness of CCVT’s services and 
maintain the centers client centered- 
holistic approach to service delivery, 
program evaluation and research. 

Within this goal, it is relevant to 
mention that needs assessment and 
outcome evaluation surveys were 
completed successfully. Furthermore, 
CCVT endeavored an in-depth initiative to revise the current tools to conduct the assessments and 
evaluations of the upcoming year. 

2.  Centre of Excellence. Strategic Direction: Create a Centre of Excellence for knowledge where 
CCVT is recognized as a national and international knowledge and practice leader on the rehabilita-
tion of survivors of torture and war.  

Community organizations continue to look to CCVT’s model of service delivery and continue to 
request its presence on a growing number of advisory committees, particularly as it relates to 
mental health services for refugees. Staff are members of the Refugee Mental Health Training 
Course organized by CAMH, the most recent initiative of OCASI in the area of mental health promo-
tion, which is looking to models of service delivery that also includes CCVT on the advisory com-
mittee.  

3.  Public Education & Community Engagement. Strategic Direction: Actively expand CCVT’s com-
munity connections and create welcoming communities by significantly increasing the visibility of 
CCVT. CCVT is also leading agency in the Toronto South LIP (Local  Immigration Partnership) and 
this also entails CCVT involvement in several working groups within the partnership.   

Teresa Dremetsikas 
Program Manager 

 

SETTLEMENT PROGRAM  
2464 clients served this year     
6949 one on one services delivered for clients including  

Health Committee 
477 clients received mental health services provided  
by professionals attending at the centre    

Mental Health Program  
616  (25% of total)   clients received Mental Health  
Services by CCVT counselors  

Services included: 
1737   One on one therapeutic sessions  
108     Group therapy sessions attended by 1669 clients 
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4.  Workplace Wellness/Internal Capacity Enhancement. Strategic Direction: Maintain a safe, 
caring environment that facilitates optimal performance. The main feature includes the revision 
and upgrade of the Mental Health Protocol and the enhancement of Policies aiming at providing 
staff with benefits and conditions of work that sufficiently meet and go beyond the ESA. 

Settlement Program  

Within this program, clients have had opportunity to have individual assessments, information 
vital for their settlement and adaptation in Canada as well as referrals to other services and facili-
tation of access to many other services including more unique resources within the community. 
The latest include: citizenship classes, conversation classes as well as free income tax clinics, indi-
vidual couching within the  English classes among other. Counseling has been provided by well 
trained staff who also see that clients have other social needs met beyond settlement needs. 

Community Engagement Program 

CCVT has a recently upgraded it’s website, which is being updated with relevant information for 
our clients and community at large, on an ever increasing basis. Among the events organized this 
year, are our annual regular events: World Refugee Day Walk, UN International Day in Support of 
Victims of Torture, AGM, Picnic, and First Light Gala event. CCVT has also participated in the 
LGBTQ Pride Day parade. 

Language Instruction and Skills Training Program 

Though no substantial changes have been made to our English classes, it is relevant to mention 
that the average attendance to the classes conducted at CCVT has significantly increased at both 
the downtown and Scarborough locations. The computer classes in downtown have also seen an 
increase in demand and the Scarborough branch, with the assistance of committed volunteers, ran 
a successful computer drop-in service during the summer. An increased number of computers 
have been made available to clients at these 2 main CCVT locations. 

Children and Youth Services 

The children and youth program has become very trendy among our clients, particularly the activi-
ties we ran during Summer and Winter, as well as the after school program. The youth clients are 
becoming increasingly aware of the mentoring program and other activities designed for them 
such as the youth network meetings, round table discussions, as well as the information sessions 
which focus on topics relevant to their age and concerns. 

Mental Health Services 

Besides day-to-day settlement counseling, clients also receive individual attention to their mental 
health, particularly as it applies to trauma and its effects. One effective approach in addition to 
one-on-one sessions, is the opportunity to attend our support groups aimed at providing them 
with a platform to vent their anxieties, and concerns about the effects of torture, within a non-
threatening environment. Here they can feel free of stigma and safe to talk about the oppression 
they have endured. 
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Our on-site mental health services provided by various professionals reached 477 this year. In addi-
tion to this, CCVT counselors provided more than 600 one-on-one sessions to support improved 
mental health of our clients, as well as offered 108 group sessions attended by 1669 clients. 

CCVT continues to work in partnership with Women Health in Women’s Hands, Sherbourne Cross-
roads Clinic, as well as CAMH to deliver mental health services for survivors.  

Public Education 

Several public education sessions on the issue of torture and its effects were delivered this year as 
part of CCVT mandate. CCVT’s certificate course is delivered in partnership with mental health pro-
fessionals, members of CCVT’s network and Mount Sinai Hospital. Other presentations have included 
Self Care for professionals, and to students of the International and Transnational Law Intensive 
Program (ITLIP) at Osgoode Law School. CCVT has also provided practicum sites for students of Medi-
cine and Social Work, from George Brown College, York University, Ryerson and the University of 
Toronto.  

Staff Professional Development: 

For the third consecutive year, CCVT has been able to organize a successful staff retreat as an effort 
aiming at providing the staff with an opportunity to share and nurture good collegial relations. 

Other professional development included sessions on Mental Health and regular debriefing sessions. 
Staff were encourage to attend the sessions provided within the CCVT certificate course, particularly 
they were urged to attend the session on vicarious traumatization and Self care. Other sessions 
delivered in the middle of the present year have included Indigenous Cultural Competency, LGBTQ 
positive space initiative training, provided by OCASI staff and a refresher session provided by the 
CCVT staff.  

 

           

Staff at the retreat July 2017                Attendants to the CCVT Certificate Course 
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LEGAL COMMITTEE 

The CCVT Legal Committee is presently composed of six lawyers (in different fields of refugee/
immigration law and human rights) and one staff member who acts as a liaison, bringing any legal 
problems CCVT clients may have to the attention of the Committee. The Legal Committee is also 
specifically active in the field of policy analysis, legal support and research as well as being 
involved in monitoring national and international human rights instruments dealing with torture, 
genocide, war crimes, crimes against humanity, impunity as well as activities of bodies involved in 
protection and rehabilitation of survivors, refugees and other uprooted people. The Committee 
recruits its members from the CCVT Board, Legal Network, staff and volunteers and it provides 
recommendations to the CCVT Board; it includes at least one person from the Board and one 
CCVT staff member. 

During the past year, the CCVT Legal Committee dealt with the following case that was of utmost 
significance: 

Pre-Removal Risk Assessment (PRRA) 

One of the greatest successes of the CCVT during the fiscal year 2017-18 was stopping removal of 
a client and subsequent torture, by assisting in her PRRA application. This was done in 
collaboration with her lawyer, Mr. Ben Liston at the Refugee Law Office (RLO) and in consultation 
with the CCVT Legal Committee. The client came from a highly politicized family. Her close 
relatives were executed by the government due to their political activities. Ongoing 
discriminations against her ethnic community as well as the hardship of prolonged exile, 
motivated her to work hard and become a writer in her native language. This posed new risk for 
her return. Following rejection of her refugee claim seven years back, she continued living in a 
tormenting limbo until they called her for a removal interview. In coordination with the RLO, the 
CCVT escorted her to the removal interview with an experienced placement student as a support 
and interpreter. She was given application for Pre-Removal Risk Assessment (PRRA).  

The client was greatly distressed regarding removal to her country of origin for the following 
reasons: 

She belongs to an ethnic minority in her country of origin that has gone through centuries of 
oppression. She has personally experienced persecution, discrimination, harassment as she has 
continued with her activities in Canada.  

She has continued with her writing about her native culture and identity. The type of literature 
she has produced is considered undesirable and harmful by authorities in her country.  

While in Canada, the client found a free atmosphere to think about and explore her spirituality. 
She converted to Christian faith and was baptized. Unlike Canada, in her country of origin, 
apostasy and proselytization are condemned to death in Iran.  

We came to know that reports about her conversion had reached authorities in her country of 
origin. Religious police had raided her house back home asking about her whereabouts.  
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At CCVT, we found the client a vulnerable person suffering from after-effects of torture, 
harassment and life-long discrimination. She was living in constant fear and felt that her gender, 
literary activities, ethnic origin and faith could put her safety and security at further risk if removed. 
We referred her to the CCVT in-house psychiatrist, Dr. Rosemary Meier who found her suffering 
from lack of concentration, memory loss, flashbacks, fear, nightmares, hyper-vigilance and 
hypersensitivity. We involved the client in various CCVT programs including face-to-face settlement 
and trauma counselling. We shared her story with Pen Canada, Amnesty International, Jesuit 
Refugee Service, her ethnic community and community at large.  

It did not take long for Canada Border Service Agency (CBSA) to call her to its office on Airport Road 
to give her an answer to her PRRA application. Once more, we coordinated with RLO and escorted 
her to the CBSA office. She received a positive answer to her PRRA. The nightmare was finally over.  

Non-Citizens in Limbo 

With feedback from the Legal Committee, the CCVT participated at the annual session of the Inter-
American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) in Washington DC on December 7, 2017. We 
participated along with the following people:  

Tom Clark, former coordinator of the Inter-Church Committee for Refugees (ICCR) 

Sarah Boyd, Staff Lawyer, at the legal offices of Jackman, Nazami and Associates 

Stewart Istvanffy, Barrister and Solicitor with Association Americana de Juristas in Montreal 

Together we tried to address the persistent problems in Canada’s refugee and Immigration system. 
Tom, Sarah and Stewart addressed the following issues: 

Pre-Removal Risk Assessment (PRRA) – an ineffective administrative recourse that hardly respects 
the principle of non-return to torture (Article 3 of the UN Committee Against Torture).  

Administrative stay of deportations asked to Canada Border Security Agency (CBSA), as an 
ineffective recourse.  

Motion for a stay of deportation at Federal Court – An ineffective recourse.  

Judicial review – can be a very effective recourse, but it needs the Federal Court to be rights-
oriented influenced by the international law. 

Temporary Resident Permit (TRP) - no guarantee of a decision that respects international law, 
family rights, proportionality test on criminality. 

Humanitarian and Compassionate Applications (H & C) – far too discretionary, biased against a 
rights-based approach. 
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TREATMENT OF PROTECTED PERSONS 

Detention 

Our Policy Analyst and Researcher provided the IACHR with the CCVT submission on the plight of 
non-citizens in limbo. Unfortunately, there are certain gaps in the Canadian refugee and 
immigration legislation and practices that keep non-citizens in limbo. We provided the IACHR with 
examples of the CCVT clients in limbo coming to Canada from different corners of the globe. We 
mentioned about devastating impacts of limbo on families and individuals with the experience of 
war and/or torture. With the prolongation of limbo, it becomes very difficult for organizations such 
as the CCVT to help victims effectively because survivors of torture are forced to experience it all 
over again. This makes the healing process extremely difficult and in some cases virtually 
impossible. We asked IACHR to utilize its moral authority and ask for genuine efforts from the 
Canadian government to reform its domestic legislations and practices to end keeping non-citizens 
in Immigration limbo.   

Optional Protocol to CAT 

Under the guidance of the legal and international committees, the CCVT is monitoring the position 
of the Canadian government with regards to the ratification of the Optional Protocol to the 
Convention against Torture (OPCAT). Based on feedback from the government, it seems that it 
would take at least 3 years for the government of Canada to ratify this critically essential piece of 
international law.  

Clients’ Refugee and Immigration problems 

Throughout the year, the Legal Committee provided CCVT with advice on the following issues: 
Immigration limbo, legal obstacles to family reunification, and different kinds of inadmissibility 
problems. With close assistance from the Legal Committee, the CCVT made its best efforts to 
hasten the landing process of vulnerable survivors of torture, war, genocide and crimes against 
humanity. The Legal Committee has also helped with problems resulting from client’s application 
for Canadian Citizenship.   

ISSUES 

During the past year, the CCVT Legal Committee dealt with the following refugee and 
immigration problems:  

Careful monitoring of the national and international legal instruments against torture with the view 
of prevention, exposure and eradication of torture in Canada and across the globe. 

Monitoring Canada’s refugee determination process and practice with special attention to 
protection of survivors of torture, war, genocide and crimes against humanity. 

Monitoring the implementation of various guidelines of the Immigration and Refugee Board (IRB). 
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Global refugee crisis with special attention to the plight of Syrian and Iraqi refugees and the role of 
the Canadian government in resettlement and sponsorship of Syrian refugees with special 
attention to legal problems of their protection, sponsorship and family unification. 

The plight of hundreds of refugee claimants who have been waiting for more than four years for 
their refugee hearing, following the introduction of changes to the refugee determination system 
in December 2012, that provided scheduling priority to newly arrived claimants. Claimants who 
arrive before the implementation these changes, the thus called “legacy” cases, were neglected. 
Recently, the Immigration and Refugee Board (IRB) has paid attention to Legacy cases. We have 
called upon the IRB to act with more efficiency. 

Overall attempts by the Canada Border Service Agency (CBSA) to impose vacation and cessation 
applications against Convention refugees and Protected Persons living in Canada. 

Limitation on family reunification and the visa officers’ obsessions with the outcome of making 
eligibility more difficult and prolonging the process. 

Welcoming positive changes following the change of government in November 2015 and providing 
the new government with feedback. 

Tragic predicaments of people with no status and refugees in immigration limbo. 

Working against deportation to torture and other cruel, inhuman and degrading treatment or 
punishment. 

Working with different community and legal groups as well as the branch office of the United 
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees on urging the government to use immigration detention 
as the last resort specifically for children. 

 

Co-chairs: Andrew Brouwer and Richard Wazana 

Members: Christian Marshall, Paulina Wyrzykowski, Christina Adrienne, Jonathan Aikman E Ezat 
Mossallanejad 
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PUBLIC EDUCATION COMMITTEE 

Mandate 

The function of the Public Education Committee is to contribute to the 
implementation of the organizational mandate to raise awareness of the 
continuing effects of torture, war, genocide and crimes against humanity 
on survivors and their families, and to work for their protection and integri-
ty.  The Committee also strives to contribute to the development of human 
rights in theory and in practice on a domestic, national, regional and global 
scale.  The CCVT is also a learning centre, focusing on torture, other inter-
national crimes, and protection and rehabilitation of survivors through 
activities that include research, production and distribution of learning 

materials, onsite training and education programs for staff, volunteers, and students and the 
community, as well as public forums and presentations - locally and globally. The CCVT is involved 
in a partnership with universities, colleges, hospitals as well as refugee and human rights agencies 
to promote its mandate. 

Collaboration 
In its public education endeavors, the CCVT maintained a close collaboration with the Canadian 
Council for Refugees, Ontario Council for Agencies Serving Immigrants, Toronto Refugee Affairs 
Council, the Canadian Centre for International Justice, York University, University of Toronto, 
Ryerson University, University of Ottawa, Wilfred Laurier University, George Brown College, Hum-
ber College, Seneca College, FCJ Refugee Centre, Amnesty International and the branch office of 
the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees.  The CCVT staff continued to play a major role 
in the Speakers’ Bureau of the United Way.  It has been a wonderful training opportunity to edu-
cate non-profit agencies as well as business communities about the scourge of torture, war geno-
cide and crimes against humanity while paying special attention to the need for rehabilitation of 
survivors. The CCVT staff attends consultation meeting of the Immigration and Refugee Board 
(IRB), Canada Border Service Agency and the Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada (IRCC) 
meetings and provide them with feedback about government policies and regulations.  

Partnership with Shahravand Publication 
Shahravand Publication is a weekly journal that has been producing in Farsi for the last 25 years.  
The CCVT Policy Analyst and Researcher is the contributing editor of this journal.  He normally 
contributes an article per month to this journal in the Farsi language.  He uses this platform to 
provide a Farsi version of the articles published by CCVT for the Iranian and Afghan clients and 
supporters.   

Continuing Partnerships 
The CCVT has been in close involvement with Mount Sinai Hospital as well as the Centre for Addic-
tion and Mental Health (CAMH) in a training program on issues related to after-effects of torture, 
war, genocide and crimes against humanity.  We have addressed issues such as trauma, Post-
Traumatic Stress Disorder, depression, vicarious traumatization, etc.  

The CCVT continued its partnership with a number of settlement agencies affiliated with the Local 
Immigration Partnership (LIP).  The Scarborough branch of the CCVT collaborated with the Toronto 

Ezat Mossallanejad 
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East Quadrant as well as Eglinton East/Kennedy Park Network.  The latter includes a network of many 
agencies such as the YMCA, Tropicana, Public Health, the City of Toronto, etc.  The CCVT is collabo-
rating with almost all member agencies with regards to public education on health and legal services. 

Certificate Course 
Throughout the year, the CCVT conducted a certificate course on Torture, Trauma, Psychological 
Impact and Mental Health: Meeting the Needs of War and Torture Survivors. CCVT-affiliated psychia-
trists, physicians and other professionals provided participants with useful presentations. The course 
focused on the scourge of torture, refugees, women survivors, LGBTQ, children & youth, family, addic-
tion, resilience and vicarious trauma.  

June 26th Public Awareness Event 
Since 1998, the Canadian Centre for Victims of Torture (CCVT) has celebrated June 26th as a commem-
oration of the United Nations International Day in Support of Victims of Torture. On June 26th 2017, 
CCVT celebrated the international commemoration of this important day.  Our celebration took place 
during the day at the Regent Park Community Banquet Hall with a series of activities intended to 
empower our clients.   

Refugee Rights Day 
For years, the Canadian Centre for Victims of Torture (CCVT) has celebrated April 4th and June 20th as 
the Canadian and international day in support of refugees. This year, the CCVT Manager of Community 
Engagement collaborated with sister agencies and refugee rights communities to celebrate these 
important days.  

The Bi-annual Conference of the CCR 
The CCVT attended two bi-annual conferences of the Canadian Council for Refugees and exchanged 
information with settlement agencies and protection groups all over the country,  

Workshop on Torture and Human Rights 
On September 26, 2017, the CCVT Policy Analyst provided a workshop to the students of University of 
Toronto affiliated with the Amnesty International in their Annual general meeting. He spoke about the 
principal international instruments against torture, the gaps in International human rights law and 
information about the right to rehabilitation. He also mentioned about unique services of the CCVT.  
The main purpose of this event was for students to become aware of how to translate their interest in 
human rights into careers. We shared our experiences in human rights campaigns and advised regard-
ing how students may get involved in such career campaigns. 

Human Rights and Mental Health 
The CCVT Policy Analyst and Researcher attended a 3-day seminar (September 18-20) of the Canadian 
Mental Health Association along with a client of the CCVT. They provided the participant with a presen-
tation on the shortcoming of the federal and provincial Mental Health Act in terms of human rights of 
the patients. It is unfortunate that a minor offence by mentally irresponsible persons can leave them in 
limbo indefinitely, under current federal and provincial mental and criminal legislations. If the courts 
determine these individuals are unfit to stand trial (UST) then, they are transferred to special psychiat-
ric units.  
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A Board reviews their cases yearly. Those who are continued to be found UST remain in limbo 
indefinitely. Our presentation sought to explore the cost to human rights, public safety, and 
financially of keeping those deemed UST indefinitely in forensic units as well as discussing alter-
native preventative measures which can possibly amend current criminal and mental health 
provisions. 

Workshop on Trauma 
In the evening of Tuesday December 6, 2016, the CCVT held a panel discussion on Trauma In-
formed Care. It was to the honor of the beloved deceased friends of the CCVT, Ursula & Fred 
Franklin as well as Mr. Peter Meier. The panelists included Dr. Haleh Doulatyariazar, a family 
physician practicing in Toronto, The CCVT volunteer Mr. Chas Cawther, Ms. Paulina Wyrzykowski, 
a lawyer and member of the CCVT Legal Committee and Mr. Ezat Mossallanejad, the CCVT Settle-
ment and Trauma Counsellor/Policy Analyst and Researcher. The panel was facilitated by Aron 
Zaltz, a lawyer practicing in Toronto.  

Workshop on Digital Story-telling  
The CCVT responded to the invitation of the Afghan Women's Organization (AWO) and Story 
Centre Canada and participated in a one-day workshop on Saturday, May 13, 2017 from 9:00 to 
5:00. The aim of this workshop was to create the foundational digital stories for their project, 
Reimagining Life on the Canadian Canvas: Refugee Reflections. These digital stories were a part of 
an event that would travel around Canada (predominantly Ontario) encouraging Canadians to 
share their stories of how they have contributed to Canada and what Canada has given to them. 
This initial part of the project focused on the stories of those who came to Canada as refugees.  

Impact of Education on Social Inclusion for Refugees 
The CCVT accepted invitation of the George Brown College and joined a one day Research Sympo-
sium on Refugees - From Margins to Centre: Integrating Victims of Torture and Political Oppres-
sion. This all-day symposium had been organized in collaboration with Wellesley Institute, Centre 
for Refugee Studies, York University, and Canadian Centre for Victims of Torture, Centre for 
Addiction and Mental Health, and George Brown College. It successfully happened on Wednesday 
7th of June 2017, Wednesday at George Brown College.  

Learning Materials 
CCVT’s journal, the First Light, continues to provide valued and critical commentaries on current 
issues along with information on the Centre’s programs and activities. The last issue contains 
articles and research by the CCVT staff, volunteers, clients and supporters. First Light has and will 
continue to serve as a valuable means of education and public awareness. First Light, along with 
other research reports and public education materials are available on the CCVT web site: 
www.ccvt.org 

Members: Mulugeta Abai ,,Ezat Mossallanejad, Teresa Dremetsikas and Mbalu Lumor. 
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HEALTH COMMITTEE REPORT 

The tasks of the Health and Program Committee as per the terms of reference are: 

 To develop and advise as needed the implementation of procedures and guidelines for the as-
sessment of clients and the provision of services. 

 To collaborate with the executive Director and other committee of the CCVT Board in fulfilling 
the mandate of the Centre. 

 To collaborate with the Personnel Committee in staff development. 

 To work with the Public Education Committee and the Volunteer Committee to promote public 
and professional education. 

 During the fiscal year 2017-2018 The Health committee undertook several tasks and some highlights 
include: 

Organizing again and updating the Certificate Program which is been so popular and well appreciat-
ed among clinicians practicing in the area of trauma within the city of Toronto. This course was first 
launched in 2012 and comprises 9 presentations covering different aspects of torture and its effects 
as well as implications for health practitioners dealing with diverse communities and populations. 
This year there were 35 participants who participated and graduated.  

Reviewing the CCVT Mental Health Policies, Guidelines and Protocol and making recommendations 
to the board for approval. 

Supported the initiative of ICHA to raise concerns to the government in regards to Legal Aid cuts for 
refugees.  

There were 3 doctors who joined CCVT health network this fiscal year: Dr. Funmi Oguntoyinvo, Dr. 
Julie Caron, Dr. Ana Drandic and Fiona Thomas (Psychologist). They were all welcome and also invit-
ed to express their interest in joining the Health committee.  

Organizing educational evening for health professionals 
beginning the upcoming Fiscal year with a Forensic 
pathologist to share his expertise among other with re-
spect to the description of physical scars 

The committee also congratulated Dr. Donald Payne as he 
received the 2018 University of Toronto Dean’s Alumni Hu-
manitarian Award   

Julie Lafford, Director of Alumni Relations, 
Faculty of Medicine, Dr. Donald Payne, Dr. 
Trevor Young, Dean of Medicine. 

Special thank you to Dr. Claire Pain, Dr. Wendell Block, Dr. 
Donald Payne, Dr. Debra Stein, Dr. Marlinda Freire, Dr. Lisa 
Andermann, Dr. Branka Agic,  Ranjith Kulatilake, Dr. Rose-
mary Meier, Polly Florius, Dr. Teresa Dremetsikas 
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Assessment/Reports 296 

Assessment/Treatment 35 

Total New Clients 331 

Follow Up previous year 146 

Total # of clients this year 477 

Age M F T Total 

Adult 26 + 203 240 0 443 

Youth 13-25 20 12 0 32 

Child 0-12 1 1 0 2 

TOTAL 224 253 0 477 

CLIENTS WHO RECEIVED PROFESSIONAL HEALTH SERVICES BY COUNTRY 

41 Nigeria 37 

42 Pakistan 9 

43 Palestine 5 

44 Republic of Congo 1 

45 Rwanda 15 

46 Saudia Arabia 5 

47 Senegal 1 

48 Slovakia 1 

49 Somalia 13 

50 Sri Lanka 8 

51 St Lucia 2 

52 Sudan 15 

53 Syria 16 

54 Togo 1 

55 Tunisia 2 

56 Turkey 28 

57 Turkistan 1 

58 Uganda 32 

59 Venezuela 7 

60  Zimbabwe 4 

 TOTAL:  477 

# Country Total 

1 Afghanistan 28 

2 Albania 1 

3 Angola 1 

4 Azerbaijan 2 

5 Bangladesh 1 

6 Brazil 1 

7 Burundi 14 

8 Cameroon 10 

9 China 1 

10 Colombia 16 

11 Congo DRC 11 

12 Costa Rica 1 

13 Cote d'Ivoire 4 

14 Croatia 2 

15 Czech Republic 3 

16 Dandolo 1 

17 Ecuador 2 

18 Egypt 5 

19 El Salvador 1 

20 Eritrea 12 

21 Ethiopia 27 

22 Gambia 2 

23 Georgia 6 

24 Granada 1 

25 Guyana 1 

26 Guinea 4 

27 Haiti 4 

28 Hungary 6 

29 Gabon 1 

30 Iran 64 

31 Iraq 8 

32 Jamaica 5 

33 Kenya 6 

34 Libya 2 

35 Mali 3 

36 Mexico 8 

37 Namibia 2 

38 Nepal 2 

39 Jordan 3 

40 Nicaragua 2 
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Dr. Wendell Block 

Family Doctor 

 

HEALTH COMMITTEE MEMBERS 

Dr. Branka Agic  

Manager of Health  
Equity (CAMH) 

Dr. Lisa Andermann  

Psychiatrist 

Dr. Rosemary Meier  

 Psychiatrist 

Dr. Clare Pain 

 Psychiatrist 

Dr. Marlinda Freire  
Psychiatrist 

Vanessa Wright 

Registered Nurse 

Dr. Simone Levey 

Psychologist 

Dr. Donald Payne  
 Psychiatrist 

Dr. Funmi Ogutoyinbo 

Psychiatrist 
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INTERNATIONAL COMMITTEE 

The CCVT International Committee monitors the activities and services of a network of organizations 
that support survivors of torture, war, genocide and crimes against humanity and makes any necessary 
recommendations to the CCVT Board of Directors.  This committee is working towards monitoring and 
responding to global issues related to the prevention, exposure and eradication of torture, war, geno-
cide and crimes against humanity. During the fiscal year of 2016-2017, the International Committee 
was involved in the following activities: 

Collaboration with IRCT 
The Canadian Centre for Victims of Torture (CCVT) is an accredited member of the International Reha-
bilitation Council for Torture Victims (IRCT). Last year, the Executive Director of the CCVT, Mr. Mulu-
geta Abai, was appointed as the Canadian representative of the IRCT in North America. He attended 
the IRCT conference and symposium in Mexico in 2017 and another meeting in Denmark in February 
2018. 

Data in Fight against Impunity Project 
Throughout April-June 2017, Data in Fight against Impunity (DFI) project team of the International Re-
habilitation Council for Torture Victims (IRCT) plus its partners and implementing centres delivered 6 
regional seminars to which all IRCT members were invited. The seminars took place in Kenya for sub-
Saharan African members, in Nepal for members in Asia, in Jordan for members in the Middle East & 
North Africa, in Guatemala for Latin America, in Serbia for Europe, and finally, in the USA for colleagues 
in North America.  

Through these meetings and the participation of IRCT members, an attempt was made to build a global 
network of those engaged in building the evidence base of the movement that sought to prevent tor-
ture, rehabilitate of its victims and use of the power of the clinical information to further these aims.     

The  CCVT Policy Analyst and Researcher, Ezat Mossallanejad along with Mr. Frank Cohn, Executive Di-
rector of Vancouver Association for Survivors of Torture (VAST) gave a presentation about the way 
CCVT and Vast keep, use and share data about their fight against impunity. They spoke at the DFI North 
America Region & Pacific Representatives Workshop in San Diego, California, on June 19 to 21, 2017.  

In Defense of Educators, Journalists and Human Rights Activists 
The CCVT continued monitoring the condition of human rights and prevalence of torture in different 
countries and responded to the requests of sister agencies and intervened with the government of 
Canada, perpetrating government and inter-governmental agencies for release of prisoners of con-
science specifically educators, journalists and human rights activists. 

Rohingya community in Myanmar (Burma)  
On 15 September 2017, the CCVT wrote to the honourable Christina Freeland, Minister of Foreign 
Affairs about the escalation of ethnic cleansing and multiple crimes against humanity against Rohingya 
community in Myanmar (Burma). Myanmar has a long and tragic history of gross discriminations against 
the minority Muslim Rohingya community. The plight of Rohingya community intensified in the month 
of August 217, when Rohingya insurgents clashed with police. This led to the government’s retaliatory 
measures against the entire community. This followed by sinister actions of military and fanatical ele-
ments who burned thousands of houses and killed innocent people and raped scores of women. Even 
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little children were not spared. Over 370,000 Rohingya civilians fled across the border to Bangladesh. 
With all intents and purposes this was an act of ethnic cleansing, if not genocide. This atrocity resulted 
in a tragic humanitarian catastrophe of an unprecedented level.  

Historically, Myanmar has been subject to international sanctions since the late 1980s due to blatant 
human rights abuses under the country's military leadership. However, most of those sanctions were 
lifted as the government transitioned into a civilian-led administration.  Despite this progress, Myan-
mar’s treatment of the Rohingya people continued to be a terrible affront to human rights. The Roh-
ingya are stateless and are considered one of the most persecuted peoples in the world, not being 
eligible for citizenship in the country they call home. There are more than 1 million Rohingya that in-
habit Myanmar, live largely without basic rights, most of them in the western state of Rakhine and 
many in squalid camps. 

We at the CCVT appealed to the government of Canada to stand on the side of human rights, humanitari-
an support and engagement.  We asked for a significant change in the approach taken by the United 
Nations and the international community with a view of ending to the cycle of violence against the 
Rohingyas. We asked Canada to make the government of Myanmar understand that any international 
aid should be conditional on a major change in policy towards the Rohingya people.  The Rohingya 
community should be welcomed back into Myanmar, provided with a safe space to live and be enti-
tled to full citizenship equal to the rest of Myanmar’s population. 

Deportation Refugees from Israel 
On 12 January, 2018, The CCVT wrote to the Honorable Benjamin Netanyahu, the Prime Minister of 
Israel, about the deportation of thousands of refugees and survivors of torture from Israel. We joined 
the following refugee and human rights agencies to make an immediate appeal to Mr. Benjamin Net-
anyahu for his intervention to stop deportation:  

 International Rehabilitation Council for Torture Victims (IRCT); 

 Amnesty International – Israel; 

 Aid Organization for Refugees and Asylum Seekers in Israel (ASSAF); 

 Centre for Refugees and Migrants; 

 Association for Civil Rights, Israel.  

It was reported that on the first day of January 2018, the Israeli Ministry of Interior announced its de-
cision to initiate a plan for deportation of 40,000 African refugees from Israel. They were given a 
choice between deportation and being incarcerated indefinitely. Among those scheduled for deporta-
tion were a significant number of survivors of torture from Eritrea and Sudan. Some of them were cli-
ents of the Aid Organization for Refugees and Asylum Seekers in Israel (ASSAF). ASSAF was extremely 
concerned that upon their deportation to Rwanda, Uganda or any other African country, they would 
no longer have access to any kind of rehabilitation program.  They would also remain unprotect, as 
refugee claimants. We advised Prime Minster Netanyahu, that the act was against the right to rehabil-
itation enshrined in the UN Convention Against Torture (CAT) that Israel signed on 22 October 1986 
and ratified on 03 October 1991. Article 10 of the CAT has stipulated that, 

“Each State Party shall ensure in its legal system that the victim of an act of torture obtains  
redress and has an enforceable right to fair and adequate compensation, including the means f 
or as full rehabilitation as possible.” 

We shared our concerns about a widely reported secret deal between Israel and Rwanda according to 
which Israel would pay Rwanda $5,000 per person to accept refugees. We told the Prime Minister 
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that based on our experience serving refugee survivors from different countries, Rwanda could not 
be considered as a safe place for refugees and survivors of torture. . Refugees expelled from Israel to 
countries such as Rwanda or Uganda would find themselves wandering without status and without 
rights, exposed to threats, kidnappings, return to torture and trafficking. This would add the risk of 
refoulement to torture for deported refugees from Israel.  

Optional Protocol to the Consultation Against Torture (OPCAT)  
The International Committee continued to monitor developments regarding OPCAT. The CCVT has 
written frequently to the Prime Minister of Canada about the utmost need of ratification of the OP-
CAT (March 20, 29014, April 15, 2014 and December 10, 2014, March 29, 2016). We have attended 
tele-conferences to that effect including one with the participation of other stake-holders on January 
12, 2017. We have also written to the Premiers of all the Canadian provinces and territories and 
urged that Canada should sign and seek ratification of the Optional Protocol to the United Nations 
Convention Against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment 
(Optional Protocol or OPCAT). The CCVT collaborated with Amnesty International in this direction. On 
10 December 2014, the CCVT endorsed Amnesty International’s petition to this effect.  

The statement of the then Minister of Foreign Affairs, Mr. Stephane Dion, in late 2016 that “optional protocol is no longer 
optional” created lots of hope for the rapid ratification of this marvelous piece of international law. We shared our frus-
trations with the Minister that “thus far, no action has been taken in this regard”. We brought it to the attention of the 
Minister that apathy as such “is in stark contrast to the leadership that Canada showed during the early stages of the Pro-
tocol’s development and adoption.” We urged the Minister “to stand by Canada’s commitment to the global promotion 
of human rights, and to finalize an agreement with the provinces and territories on Canada’s ratification of the Optional 
Protocol to the Convention Against Torture and other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.”    

In December 2002, the United Nations adopted the OPCAT, an international instrument that stands 
to make an important contribution to preventing torture and ill-treatment worldwide. The OPCAT 
lays out a framework for regular national and international level inspections of detention centers, 
with a view to identifying and remedying the conditions that encourage and allow torture and ill-
treatment to take place.  

The OPCAT entered the stage if enforcement in 2006. To date, 88 states have ratified the protocol.  
The main challenge before the International Committee is working with sister agencies to persuade 
the Canadian government to accede to this marvelous piece of international law against torture.  

Canada’s Contribution to the UN Voluntary Fund 
The Canadian Centre for Victims of Torture believes that the UN Voluntary Fund for Victim of Torture 
(UNVFVT) is instrumental to the rehabilitation of survivors of torture. It provides opportunity and ac-
cess to remedies for victims and their family members through direct assistance including psychologi-
cal, medical, legal, humanitarian, social, and vocational among others in order to support their inde-
pendent livelihood. The support of UNVFVT is an opportunity for survivors to redress and to experi-
ence empowerment in their healing process. We have reiterated that Canada is one of the initiators 
of the UN Voluntary Fund for Torture Victims, but its contribution is minimal ($60,000) in comparison 
with other industrialized countries. We have frequently brought it to the attention of the Canadian 
government that given Canada’s prominence in the human rights movement, this is inexcusable. Un-
fortunately, the government has not yet considered our frequent requests. We expect that the Cana-
dian government increase its contribution to the UN Voluntary Fund and allocate more resources for 
the rehabilitation of torture services at home. 

Members: Mbalu Lumor, Manager Community Engagement, Mulugeta Abai, Executive Director, 
Ezat Mossallanejad, Policy Analyst  and  Teresa Dremetsikas, Program Manager. 
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SETTLEMENT PROGRAM REPORT 

INFORMATION AND ORIENTATION  

Every CCVT staff person is fully engaged and contributes to Settlement 
Program to enhance the impact in newcomers’ lives with crucial information 
and resources for our clients. All activities at CCVT are interwoven and aim to 
work with the assets our clients bring and provide support to enable them to 
reach their full potential. A total of 2,464 clients received settlement services 
at CCVT this year. Information sessions on settlement topics are a main 
feature of this program and in 2017-2018, there were 83 sessions delivered at 
three CCVT locations: Jarvis St. in Downtown, Eglinton St. East in Scarborough 
and at the Hub at Victoria Park and Eglinton. In addition, many clients received 
one on one service at our office located on 20 Palace Street. The number of 
countries of origin of our clients this year were 93. The clientele group is 

highly diverse and clients are served by 13 counselors fluent in a total of 12 languages and 10 
additional languages among the rest of the staff. Languages include English, French, Amharic, Arabic, 
Dari, Farsi, Somali, Spanish, Tamil, Tigrinya, Swahili. More than half of our clientele have secondary 
education and are in need of assistance to complete their journey of integration in the Canadian 
society. Thereby the need to have an integrated approach in the model of service delivery including 
assistance to have their skills upgraded and their qualifications validated. The important role that each 
member plays in the delivery of a complex suite of services is one of the biggest strengths of the 
CCVT. The approach is an asset base approach and clients receive a careful individual assessment so 
they get assistance to formulate their plans. The former requires great dexterity from counselors who 
have to address both the traumatic experiences that our clients have had before coming to Canada as 
well as the humongous barriers that they face after arriving. In addition to individual assessment and 
counseling, clients have the opportunity to engage in group activities and most needed recreational 
activities that allow them to gain a sense of normality in their disrupted lives and eventually a sense of 
belonging in the community. The journey from victim to survivor is not easy and providing hope after 
the horror is of critical importance. It is said easily but it requires expertise and knowledge as well as 
patience and skill. 

Language & Skills Development Program  

For the past 27 years, CCVT’s specialized Language and Skills Development Program has been a key 
component in the recovery and successful rehabilitation of survivors of torture, war, and organized 
violence. It is an organic part of CCVT’s goal to offer survivors the will to live. In collaboration with the 
many other services at the centre and in partnership with the community, CCVT’s English as a Second 
Language and Skills Training Program enables and supports survivors in the process of successful 
integration into Canadian society and promotes hope after the horror.  

The program aims to assist survivors of torture and war to learn language tools and develop the 
communications skills needed to achieve their recovery goals and start their journey to integrate into 
Canadian society. To this end, our Language and Skills Training Program works in conjunction with 

Abdul Abubaker 

Manager, Settlement 
Services 
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TDSB ESL classes and other CCVT services to provide a supportive learning environment and accessible 
delivery approach to maximize the learning experience of our students. To achieve the highest quality and 
best outcomes, we also partner with community groups like Second Harvest Food Bank to provide needed 
nutritional support and decrease client food insecurity. 

 Another key objective of the program is to reduce barriers faced by survivors of torture and war by aiding 
students in their acquisition of English language learning. Our English language courses as well as our 
Computer Skills training program is designed to be flexible and sensitive to the needs of adults who have 
experienced trauma and aware of the impact that such trauma can have on learning and memory. Our 
program offers alternative schedules and supportive learning environments while maintaining a high quality 
of teaching. 

Nurturing  

The Language and Skills Training courses at CCVT are specifically adapted to the learning abilities and needs 
of our students and designed for the language proficiency and skills development of survivors of torture and 
war. Our courses nurture the individual and cater to the needs of adult learners who suffer from debilitating 
imprints of violence that make the learning process harder and more strenuous than other adult learners. 
Our teachers are highly qualified and specially trained, and our curriculum is adapted to help students 
acquire skills related to their immediate and long-term life goals. The classroom atmosphere and supportive 
environment provides clients with encouragement, hope, community, social context and the help they need 
to progress with their language and social skills.  

Experiencing torture, war and other forms of organized violence results in isolation, stress and despair to 
survivors. Through the years, CCVT has met the challenge of teaching English as a Second Language, 
providing Skills Training and addressing resettlement issues by fostering and addressing the needs of our 
clients by creating a “safe haven” where clients are made to feel welcome and by creating an environment 
where virtually all services are delivered in a central location and found in one organization.  

Fostering Interpersonal Connections 

 A special feature of CCVT’s Language and Skills Training Program is fostering interpersonal ties and 
connectedness as an objective, and as a mediating link between survivors and the host community. Clients 
attend LINC, ESL and Skills Training programs not only to learn the language and skills, but to make friends, 
network, socialize and be among others who have come from and experienced similar traumatic situations. 
They come to their “family” where they know they are Language & Skills Development Program Report Elena 
Solokhina— Skills Training Instructor & Employment Services Abdul Abubaker— Manager, Settlement 
Services 29 accepted. This is especially true for many of our ESL clients who are seniors and can develop 
social networks through interacting with the other students in the classrooms. This interaction aids in 
breaking their isolation and fosters a connection with our younger clients. In addition, our students also 
engage regularly with CCVT volunteers and teachers in the classes and together they all serve to become 
agents of change in the community. 

The Classroom  

Involvement in Language and Skills Training activities gives our clients the opportunity to access our trained 
settlement staff, who provide other settlement needs and services which would otherwise be beyond their 
reach. You can see the effort put into language instruction at CCVT. It is not an ordinary class or learning 
environment but a unique and specialized classroom for people who are survivors and often suffer from post
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-traumatic stress disorder. Class levels available to our clients range from low beginner to advanced. 
Every year CCVT provides language and skills training for approximately 300 clients from 80 
countries. Clients stay with our English Language Programs for an average of 3 to 18 months, 
moving through language proficiency levels at their own pace. Classes are provided on CCVT 
premises downtown and in Scarborough so that clients and teaching staff will have access to 
counselors and other CCVT services when emotional or other needs arise for themselves or their 
families.  

Language Program Expertise 

 We are constantly seeking for ways to improve our programs through collaborative work with 
instructors, counselors, computer and secretarial staff, CCVT volunteers and partner agencies in 
Europe. The CCVT language program has gained significant expertise in delivering services to 
traumatized immigrant and refugee learners, and in providing workshops and seminars for ESL and 
educational professionals. CCVT has already developed its reputation as an active and leading 
organization that can provide curriculum and delivery practice as well as professional insight into 
newcomer and refugee learner issues. 

Tutoring, Conversation Circles, Citizenship Class  

In cooperation with the volunteer program, we have 
enhanced our English tutoring program to include a 
significant number of our students. We have also 
introduced a Citizenship Class to assist our students 
in preparing for citizenship tests. Conversation 
circles are facilitated by volunteers to assist low 
beginner and intermediate level students in their 
communication skills. We have increased the 
number and frequency of volunteer teaching 
assistants in class to provide more opportunities for 
our students to interact with other Canadians in 
English. We now also have a successful Computer 
Aided English Language Instruction that benefits our 
students tremendously. 

Success and Recovery  

Clients may also be in need of upgrading language skills to master the language and acquire basic 
computer skills to pursue long term learning in continued education. It is our aim to help students 
achieve their goals in skills training or higher education so that they can find work and live higher 
quality, independent lives and also become self-sufficient and active participants in Canadian 
Society. The CCVT language and skills training program continues to be a critical component of a 
successful recovery program for our clients. It is also often the first point of contact with their new 
home in Canada. The English and Skills Training program at CCVT has become a source of strength 
and support that helps our clients resume their lives with independence, confidence and dignity. 

Citizenship Class 
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Employment Services and Skills Training Program 2017-18  

This program helps our clients to be informed and equipped with the new technology on 
their journey to successful employment.  

 

The program includes:  

¨ Basic Computer Skills Course  

¨ Introduction to Office Administration course  

¨ One-on-one Employment Counseling  

¨ Cash Register Skills Training Course project  

Basic Computer Courses: total students  
enrolled in computer programs: 

Enrolled: 78        Graduated: 58    

Male: 18 /Female: 60  

Office Administration Graduates 

Students in Introduction to  
Office Administration Course:  

Enrolled: 40       Graduated: 30 

Students enrolled in Basic Computer 
Course:  

    Enrolled: 38        Graduated: 28 

Basic Computer skills training 
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MENTAL HEALTH PROGRAM REPORT 

CCVT Mental Health Program 

This program looks forward to support clients and their families using a holistic approach where settle-
ment and mental health needs are covered to improve the determinants of health of our clients. We un-
derstand that in addressing issues of employment, housing, social support networks, health among others 
we are working to improve the wellbeing and mental health of survivors of torture, war and crimes 
against humanity. Indeed, the program looks forward to empower clients and provide them with tools, so 
they can cope with daily stressors and therefore improve their lives and mental health.   

The Mental Health program works with a medical network that included psychiatrists and doctors in order 
to provide a comprehensive service to clients in need. We believe that early intervention is a key factor 
for the healing process of survivors. We ensure that clients have access to needed internal and external 
services that promote health and mental wellbeing.  

CCVT’s mental health programming includes: 

 One-on-one support counselling in various languages. 

 Crisis intervention to individuals and families experiencing mental-health crisis.  

 Group counselling and support services for individuals who have experienced torture and/or war. 

 Confidential assessment by in-house psychiatrists, psychologists and family doctors. 

Public education with a focus on mental health.  

Crisis intervention 

At CCVT, we provide crisis intervention using a client’s centred approach, as well as trauma informed care 
approach. Meaningful crisis response requires a thorough understanding of the issues at play. An appro-
priate understanding of the emergency situation not only includes an appreciation for what is happening 
at the moment, but also why it is happening and how an individual fares when he or she is not in crisis. 
Crises- particularly recurrent crises-likely signal a failure to address underlying issues appropriately. 

In Numbers: 27 

Domine Rutayisire 
Mental Health Counselor 

Alejandra Salgado 

Mental Health Counselor 
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Mental health Protocol and Guidelines-Public education and Outreach  

As part of CCVT mission is to provide public education. CCVT created a new resource for service 
providers who work with clients experiencing trauma. The rationale behind this initiative was that 
although not everyone in the field is a mental health practitioner all front line stuff due encounter 
clients that are dealing with mental health concerns. CCVT focuses on client centered approach to 
help front line staff understand the protocol and the reasons behind the need, that it needs to be 
in place in order to not only help clients dealing with mental health concerns but also to help 
frontline staff to be able to recognize their own possibility to develop triggers to burnout, as well 
as vicarious trauma.  

The protocol is composed of three major parts: 

 Responding to A Mental Health Crisis-10 Essential values that are inherent in an appropriate 
crisis response 

 Principles of Enacting the Essential Values 

 Infrastructure an Organization including the Health Care Providers Strategies to reduce 
Compassion fatigue, Burnout and Vicarious Trauma.    

CCVT continues to provide public education, workshops and outreach to community agencies, and 
post-secondary institutions including George Brown College, Seneca, The 519, FCJ Refugee Centre 
among others.  

Topics for these sessions included: 

 Mental health and Stress 

 Working with youth, survivors of Torture and War 

 Women and Torture  

Therapy healing groups  

Displaced victims of violence and torture often experience mental health distress and isolation in 
the settlement society with lack of access to resources and information. For trauma survivors and 
victims of violence, group work can generally improve participants’ self-esteem and self-
efficiency, and form emotional and social support (Sakamoto & Couto, 2017). The purpose of the 
groups intends to assist children, youth, adults and elderly survivors to form supportive relation-
ships with each other and to break social isolation. Through participating in the weekly group ses-
sions, participants could exchange knowledge, express themselves in a safe space, receive positive 
social support from others who have similar experiences.  

Through psychoeducational sessions, participants were expected to develop better understanding 
about mental health, and better ability to address their mental health concerns. In addition, 
through educational information sessions and settlement workshops, these groups looked for-
wards to empower the participants with settlement information to assist them to be more confi-
dent in navigating the Canadian systems and to have access to other community services.  
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The support group included presentations and workshops by guest speakers from different organiza-
tion and CCVT staffs. Workshop topics were selected to meet the needs of the participants. Psy-
choeducational sessions were also included since mental health distresses are a common presence 
among the participants. 

Throughout the year, groups ran at the downtown, Scarborough and Victoria Hub locations. There 
groups included: 

 Ethiopian and Eritrean Women 
Group 

 African Women Group (Other 
than Eritrean background and 
Francophone community)  

 Farsi and Dari speaking women 

 Latinx Speaking Women Group 

 Mental Health Support group (2 
cohorts) 

 Youth/Children -Summer quest 

 Tamil Support Group (2 cohorts) 

 Round table  

 Syrian Children 

 Arabic Speaking Women Support group 

 Syrian Youth Group  
 

These groups aimed to provide clients with relevant information. Some examples of the themes 
presented were: 

 Information about Employment Ontario Information & Resume Preparation 

 Fundamentals of basic banking 

 Mindfulness/Stress reducing Yoga exercises 

 Information about TDSB & registering newcomer children 

 Housing rights 

 Family Conflict/Domestic Abuse 

 General Overview of Toronto Public Health Services 

 How to overcome trauma 

 Mental health and wellness 

 Employment rights 
 

In numbers:  27 
Total workshops/group sessions: 163  
Total number of participants: 1999 

Women’s Eritrean / Ethiopian  support group 
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Objectives of group include: 

 Improve mental health condition. Gain skills to perform better self-care and to prevent 
mental health problems. 

 Break social isolation. Create supportive relationships and social connections with each 
other. To foster mutual help and support among participants. Promote social cohesion 
and exchange between communities. 

 Increase participant’s resourcefulness and community connections. 

 Enhance self-esteem and confidence. Create a sense of responsibility in giving partici-
pants choices and teaching them to choose for themselves. Promote individual em-
powerment through the knowledge of own capacities and skills. 

 Develop skills and gain knowledge for settlement. Develop knowledge to better navi-
gate the Canadian systems. Gain relevant skills to become better prepared for future 
employments or volunteering opportunities. Improve accessibility and understanding 
of services available in Ontario and Canada 

 Empower oneself in order to better deal with potential exploitations and systemic op-
pression. Develop individual and institutional empowerment in order to understand 
ones’ rights and duties. Develop leadership skills to be more active in the host society. 

Unique factors when working with survivors of Torture, war and crimes against humanity  

All participants are refugees who have significant traumatic experience and also face challenges in 
their settlement in Canada. The participants’ experiences of torture and violence comprised many 
different situations, such as physical, sexual, and psychological abuse, threats and extortion from 
guerrilla groups in their countries of origin, execution of family members, forcible displacement, 
and kidnapping. In addition to the traumatic experience in their countries of origin, the partici-
pants also face difficulties in their resettlement in Canada. Common difficulties include lack of ac-
cess to resources, lack of appropriate and adequate mental health services, language barriers, 
poverty, and social isolations. As such, these therapeutic groups aid to promote resilience, connec-
tion, and development of useful skills in coping mental health distress. 

Outcomes of the group:  

 Majority of participants shared that they are happy to have a space for them to ex-
press their emotions, about mental health and psychoeducation. 

 That the support program had an important impact on their lives 

 They feel welcome when they attend the group sessions 

 That they have learned skills in this group they are able to use in their daily lives 

 That they felt safe sharing their opinions in the group 

 That they have greater knowledge about health as a result of the program 
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 That they have greater knowledge about services in the community that can be helpful to 
them as a result of the program 

Successes: 

 Mental health support and Domestic Violence 

  “acknowledge our values, feelings, thoughts, realities, experiences, dreams and 
goals”  

 “Integrate” 

 “Share” 

 “That each participant can safety express their own problems or questions” 

 “Help you to solve issues that you have” 

 “To learn coping mechanisms to manage the stress and to recognize the body alerts” 

 “To learn about strategies, experiences and how to take care of your mental, physical, 
psychological and emotional body 

 “The program was very interesting and covered important topics that we need to 
know to better adapt.” 

Collaborative Partnerships  

CCVT in collaboration with Women is Health in Women’s Hands, Sherbourne Health Centre and 
the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health, has worked to create a coordinated service delivery 
model intended to promote trauma-informed, culturally appropriate care to clients receiving 
mental health services. 

Training  

CCVT mental health services continue to invest in skill building for staff including training in Cog-
nitive Behavioral Therapy. CCVT has also provided training in Vicarious Trauma, Domestic Vio-
lence, Confidentially and Communication Skills, Creating Positive Spaces for LGBTQIA+ Newcom-
ers, Legal instruments against Torture and Child Soldiers.  
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The year 2017-2018 was a milestone as we celebrated CCVT’s 40th anniversary! Various activities including 
the First Light gala were done to showcase the work of the centre. While we celebrated our achievements 
through out the years, more than ever we continued raising awareness on the aftereffects of torture, war, 
crimes against humanity and genocide.  

In total 218 volunteers from both downtown and Scarborough office were engaged and contributed over 4, 
000 hours in various volunteer opportunities at the centre such as Afterschool program, Citizenship Classes, 
teaching computer classes, English Classes, Interpretation, Conversation circle, Befriending Match, Support 
groups, Office Assistance, Youth Mentorship, Income Tax Clinic, World Refugee Day, teaching guitar classes, 
UN International Day in support of Victims of Torture, Summer Quest Field Trips, Annual Picnic, First Light 
Gala, AGM & Holiday Party, Sorting toys & wrapping gifts, Knitting, Website & Social Media. In particular, 
top 3 volunteer led activities were the Youth mentorship program with 72 volunteers as mentors , Citizen-
ship classes which was led by 3 volunteers with an attendance of 20-30 students per session and English 
classes with 15 volunteers. Also, with the Hiring ongoing volunteer recruitment throughout the year aimed 
to meet the high demand for matching youth clients to mentors. In addition to existing youth programs of 
Summer Quest and after school programs, a new driver’s licence class for newcomer youth was also intro-
duced.  

Public Education is a key component to the work of the centre. In the year 
2017/2018 as part of our strategic plan the revamping of our website and kick-
starting our social media platform was an area of priority which we accom-
plished with the help of 3 volunteers. More work is still to be done to engage 
the public through our website and social media platform, so we hope to hire a 
web developer and social media support staff to increase our public education 
initiatives. In particular, the kick-starting of the Facebook helped further in 
keeping our followers engaged, informed and creating welcoming communities. 

As an Anchor partner with United Way we continued hosting various business-
es such as TD Canada Trust, CIBC, Thompson Reuters, Sunlife financial who 
helped out in sorting food, painting and learning about the work of the center. 
This continues to be a privilege and opportunity for us to connect with the for-
profit sector and to raise awareness on the lasting effects of torture . 

Jennifer Bryant- Community 
Engagement Facilitator 

Juliette Ntege—Youth      
Counsellor & Volunteer        

Coordinator 

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT PROGRAM REPORT 

Mbalu Lumor—Community             
Engagement Manager 
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Furthermore, with the help of United Way we had the opportunity to 
do a core capacity assessment of the organization through TCC Group 
and external organization. The objective was to assess the organization 
in 4 main areas: 

 Adaptive Capacity: the ability of a non-profit organization to mon-
itor, assess and respond to and create internal and external 
changes. 

 Leadership Capacity: the ability of all organizational leaders to 
create and sustain the vision, inspire, model, prioritize, make de-
cisions, provide direction and innovate, all in an effort to achieve the organizational mission. 

 Management Capacity: the ability of a non-profit organization to ensure the effective and effi-
cient use of organizational resources. 

 Technical Capacity: the ability of a non-profit organization to implement all of the key organi-
zational and programmatic functions. 

The results were positive and outstanding in the Adaptability, leadership and management capacity 
area. The technical area was an area in need of improvement which we hope in the next fiscal year 
to improve. The community engagement program provided various professional development op-
portunities locally and nationally for settlement agencies on Trauma Informed, Volunteer screening 
and sensitivity training and Vicarious Trauma and self-care. For example, COSTI, Canadian Council 
For Refugees members, Ontario Council of agencies serving immigrants (OCASI) members . Ongoing 
Capacity building training opportunities for volunteers was provided on effective interpretation, self-
care and debriefing session. It is with no doubt that this fiscal year was very productive and as a to-
ken for our appreciation we conducted a volunteer appreciation dinner for our wonderful volun-
teers. 

 
   

 
 

 

have learned on my own, and for that I consider myself truly 
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COMMUNITY EVENTS 

June 20th, 2017– World Refugee Day Walk 

Scarborough Holiday Party 2017 2017 AGM and Holiday Party 

First Light Gala & Awards Ceremony 2017 International Day in Support of Victims of Torture, 
June 26th 2017 
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Overview  

The Child and Youth programs in Scarborough and Downtown have been busy and engaging this fis-
cal year. There have been information sessions, trainings, recreations events and other activities for 
our young clients at CCVT. The additional events serve many roles in our community. As a majority of 
our clients are new to Canada they aim to provide knowledge that most of their peers have already 
acquired through their immersion in Canadian society. CCVT also strives to bridge cultural gaps with 
unique programming to give newcomers with the tools they need to be successful in their daily inter-
actions. Our trips into the community are educational, while also orienting the clients to resources in 
their neighborhoods. Lastly, the recreational programming is a means to provide social experiences 
to the children and youth with a financial cost to their families to ensure they are also stay active, 
making new friends and practicing their English language skills.  The following is a breakdown of the 
various programs at the Scarborough and Downtown locations this fiscal year.   

Afterschool Programs  

 Homework Club Children and Youth – Scarborough  

The Homework Club at CCVT Scarborough is the core program for children and youth. The program’s 
aim is to provide academic support for children 6 years and older up to the age of 24. The children’s 
group meets three days a week, every Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, from 4pm to 5:30pm. 
They begin the session with a snack that is culturally sensitive, to meet the needs of the various die-
tary restrictions in the group. The participants work on assignments with staff and volunteers in order 
to get the support they need with schoolwork. This program was initially started as a means to over-
come language, financial and intellectual barriers that newcomer parents experience in Canada. On 
average, the children’s program has 25-30 participants each month. The response to the program-
ming has been overwhelming and attendance for new registrants has currently be capped to ensure 
each child attending has a reasonable amount of individual time with a staff member or volunteer. 
For the youth, each Monday has been designated as their day for assistance with assignments or a 
quiet place to study.  The youth have had very sporadic attendance, and more outreach is needed in 
order to ensure eligible youth in the community are aware of this free resource available to our cli-
ents.  

CCVT Child & Youth Program Summary 2017-2018 

Nadia Umadat 

Child/Youth Counselor 

Abby Jackman 

Child/Youth Counselor 
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Children Homework Club and Youth Drop-in – Downtown  

The CCVT Children’s Homework Club Downtown provides academic support for children ages 7-13. 
The children’s group meets three days a week, every Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday, from 
3:30pm to 5:15pm. Children are provided with a healthy snack and a safe and quiet space to work 
on their homework. Children are assisted by volunteer tutors. The youth drop-in is a program de-
signed to provide a safe and accessible space for youth ages 13-25 who need additional help with 
homework. Every Monday from 3:30-5:15 youth are able to access computers and volunteer tutors 
to work on school projects, or to work on necessary life tasks such as resume writing and job 
hunting.  The youth have had very sporadic attendance, and more outreach is needed in order to 
ensure eligible youth in the community are aware of this free resource available to our clients. 

Information Sessions and Group Programs  

Information Sessions for Children and Youth - Scarborough Office 

Information sessions are held throughout the year to provide information to supplement the edu-
cation our young clients receive in school. The purpose of these sessions are to help participants 
gain life skills  There were seven information sessions held for children between the ages of 6 to 13 

Living with a Disability with Denise Chamerlain from Canadian National Institute for the Blind  

Presenter Denise came to speak to the group about her life as a visually  impaired person and hoe 
her guide dog Rocket helps her to navigate society and they alteration that she must make to her 
life to stay safe, yet independent. They asked many questions and learned about Denise’s experi-
ences.  

Oral Health Workshop Abinayah Arunaruban, Oral Services Outreach, Toronto Public Heath 

The Homework Club learned about proper tooth brushing techniques and oral hygiene to keep 
their gums and teeth healthy. They also learned about food and drinks that can negatively affect 
the health of their teeth.  

Intro to the Library at the Kennedy-Eglinton Branch with Marianna Cseto, Head Librarian  

The children made a special visit to the library in our community. They spent some time with head 
librarian Marianna to learn about all the benefits and resources available at the library. This is a lo-
cation the kids were already familiar with and they learned ways to best utilize  

STEM Project with Students of U of T Scarborough  

Several undergraduate students visited with the children on a PA Day to conduct a scientific experi-
ment observing the reaction that gas and liquids make when exposed to each other. The kids made 
mini rockets and recorded the results.  

Food Rescue with Second Harvest with Madison Maguire, Community Support Liaison 

A presentation was done for the children’s group on the work of Second harvest and the purpose 
of food rescue. The participants learned about best before dates versus expiry dates and how to 
make food last in a safe manner.  
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First Nations Dance and History with Amanda Chaboyer, Independent Fancy Shawl Dancer  

The children’s group was treated to an indigenous performance by Amanda Chaboyer a professional 
dancer who displayed some traditional dances used to celebrate indigenous culture. BSW placement 
student Rhonda Horton taught the group some basic about indigenous history in the Toronto area 
and meanings behind commonly used words and phrases.  

Visit to the East Animal Shelter 

This information session was an outing during the summer break for the entire group. The children 
visited the East Animal Shelter of Toronto, the largest in the City of Toronto. Animal workers there 
advised on how animals come into the care of the city and what to do if a stray dog or cat if spotted 
on the street.  

Information Sessions for Youth for 2017-2018 – Scarborough Office 

The information session for youth aimed to build practical skills that would better equip our clients 
in the challenge they would face in this particular stage of adolescence. There were two training se-
ries offered as well as two individual workshops geared towards employment opportunities for the 
14 to 24 age group.  

Youth Leadership Development with Shafina Reynolds, Community Nurse of Toronto Public Health  

The YLD program was one of the most successful youth initiatives at the CCVT Scarborough location 
this fiscal year. There was a total of 15 newcomer youth who participated in the five session series 
that was run by TPH. The clients learned about public speaking, qualities of a good leader, confiden-
tiality and prepared speeches to gain confidence speaking in large groups. They received certificate 
of achievement from the city as well as letters of recommendation upon completion.  

G1 Driver’s Preparation for Youth with Chris James, CCVT Volunteer  

The second training series offered at the Centre was G1 Driver’s preparation. Its intent was to sup-
port the client with the written material they would need to learn for their written tests. They were 
able to discuss any written questions or concerns they had in a safe environment. The instructor 
used visuals to ensure the material was being fully comprehended.  

The Hospitality Training Centre Info Session with Vanessa Wong, Community Outreach  

The Hospitality Training Centre is actively seeking newcomers to employ in the hotel sector. The 
Outreach Worker came to present the various programs they had available, and the process for job 
placements once the necessary training had been completed.  

Youth Employment Strategies and Rights with Natalia Markman, Employment Counsellor  

Tropicana came in to discuss the responsibilities youth have to their employer when they are work-
ing, and also the responsibilities of the employer to protect workers’ rights. The presenter also 
spoke about the programs offered by Tropicana for pre-employment training for both summer and 
ongoing throughout the year.  
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Recreational Activities – Scarborough Office 

Sharing Dance Canada with Natasha Eck, Dance Instructor 

There were three dance sessions held for the children throughout the year, one at the Victoria 
Park HUB and two at the CCVT Scarborough office. Approximately 8 to 12 children participated in 
each session with a professional dance teacher from the National Ballet School of Canada. 

Children’s Yoga with Beeta Senedjani, Yoga Instructor  

One session of yoga for the children’s group was conducted to see how engaged the children 
would be with modified yoga. There were 15 children that participated and additional sessions will 
be scheduled in the coming fiscal year.  

Other Events -  Scarborough Office 

Youth Employment Roundtable  

A Roundtable event was held for youth at the very end of the school year, on June 30th 2017. The 
session took place at the CCVT Scarborough offices and was designed to empower youth and show 
them the career opportunities available to them.  MPP Gary Anandasangaree and CEO of Para-
mount Fine Food Mohammad Fakhi, both racialized immigrants who have built high profile, suc-
cessful careers in Canada, provided employment techniques and encouragement to over 30 youth 
and young adult newcomers who attended the event.  

Family Day Magic Show at the HUB  

To celebrate the end of the summer programming a large family day event was organized at our 
Victoria Park location with many of the Syrian newcomers who have attended programming. We 
hosted a magic show for children at both location and their parents with a lovely community meal 
that followed the performance. Toronto famous Chris Westfall, of Chris Westfall Magic treated the 
participants to their first magical entertainment experiences. The event was well attended with 
over 100 individuals present.  

Youth Network – Downtown Office 

The Youth Network youth group that is held every second Thursday from 5:00 – 7:00 at the down-
town location. This group is designed to provide youth a space to learn about important settlement 
resources through, reduce isolation, discuss issues that are important to them, build community, 
and develop new skills. Additionally, many youth do not have access to affordable sources of en-
tertainment or recreation with people their own age. The Youth Network was able to offer a varie-
ty of events, and skill building activities including games nights, arts events, graphic design work-
shops to newcomer refugee youth at the centre.  

This year, Youth Network held over 20 sessions covering a range topics including housing, employ-
ment, recreation, and leadership as well as ongoing needs assessment. An average of 9 youth 
attended youth network sessions.  
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Youth who have attended the network have given positive feedback about the program, indicating 
that they have reduced isolation and built community as many youth have become friends outside 
of the Youth Network. Many youth who attend programs at CCVT are unaccompanied and so de-
veloping a sense of community is vital to their health and mental health. Youth were also able to 
access important information about issues that they have come up against in their everyday lives 
such as issues finding stable housing and work, as well as knowing their rights in housing and em-
ployment settings. Youth who attended these sessions reported having greater agency and being 
empowered to stand up and exercise their rights.  

For many newly arrived youth, accessing youth network activities also helped to strengthen their 
relationship with CCVT, in turn enhancing opportunities to access trauma-informed settlement 
support in navigating the experience of forced migration and associated challenges such as hous-
ing, health, immigration, social isolation, and employment. 

Youth Network Information Sessions  

 Drug Use and Harm Reduction Workshop with Audrey Batterham, Peer Program Coordi-
nator Eva’s Satellite 

 Employment and Resume Writing Workshop with Sonja Petrovska Mancheva, Humber 
Community Employment Services) 

 Job Fair Outing with Abby Jackman, Child and Youth Counselor, CCVT 

 Communication Skills (Leadership) Workshop with Abby Jackman, CCVT 

 Graphic Design Workshop with Tyrone MacLean-Wilson, Facilitator Regent Park Focus 

 Drug Use and Harm Reduction Workshop with Audrey Batterham, Peer Program Coordi-
nator Eva’s Satellite 

 Employment Workshop and Leadership Development Program Information Session with 
Abby Jackman, CCVT 

 Housing Rights Workshop with Katie, Centre for Equality Rights in Accommodation 

 Employment Rights Workshop with Jared Wei-Yang and Beixi Liu, Workers action Cen-
tre  

 Leadership Development Preparation Workshop and Resume Writing with Abby Jack-
man, CCVT 

 
Youth Network Recreational Sessions 

 LGBTQ Pride BBQ - Visit to Sherbourne Health Centre 

 Games and Arts Night 

 Movie Night 

 Games Night 

 Holiday Party and Skating Event 

 Games Night and Leadership Session  
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Youth Network Leadership Development and Peer Leadership 

A leadership program called Youth Engaged in Leadership and Learning was offered to youth in col-
laboration with Toronto Public Health. A total of 6 sessions were offered by Megan Georgieff and 
Abigel Adjei, Public Health Nurses with the City of Toronto. Topics included working in groups, com-
munication, and public speaking. Youth were given a certificate of completion and the option to have 
a letter of recommendation from the City of Toronto. Youth had very positive feedback about this 
opportunity, and greatly appreciated the chance to develop skills while interacting with other youth.  

This training sparked a great interest in leadership development among many of our young clients. 
Youth identified a need for more in-depth training and the opportunity to engage meaningfully in 
their communities. In response to this, the Child and youth counselor at the downtown is currently 
developing a peer leadership program where youth will be trained as peer leaders, developing skills 
in workshop development, public speaking and communication so that they can develop workshops 
and resources on the needs and successes of newcomer refugee youth in Toronto.  

Guitar Lessons – Downtown Office 

Roughly 10 newcomer youth at the downtown location received instruction in the guitar by a gener-
ous volunteer during youth drop-in sessions.  Lessons were held once a week. Attending guitar les-
sons at CCVT provided additional support for youth as well as strengthen their relationship with 
CCVT. Youth reported having the opportunity to learn a new skills, reduce isolation,gain additional  
information about upcoming events, and the opportunity to connect with their counselor.  

SUMMER PROGRAMMING  

Summer Quest Child and Youth – Scarborough Office 

CCVT hosts an annual Summer Quest for children and youth each year. The children’s program takes 
place three days a week for the month of July. The TDSB graciously provides space at a local high 
school, where the group engages in individual and team play. One day a week they took a field trip 
to location around the city. For 2017, they visited Cineplex Odeon for a 3D film screening of Despica-
ble Me 3, Kidstown Water Park, Withrow Park, Riverdale Farm and the Toronto Zoo.  The purpose of 
the trips are intended to be both educational and help orient participants to the city. The youth had 
3 outings for their age group; Skyzone Trampoline Park, Woodbine Beach and a female self-defense 
class run by Wendo. More than 30 children and 13 youth participated in Summer Quest.  

Syrian Children’s Group at the HUB – Scarborough  Office 

An additional summer group was run out of our office in the Victoria Park Hub during July and Au-
gust. The group met each Friday afternoon and run concurrently with the Arabic Women’s group, so 
that mother’s had a safe and fun place for their kids to attend while they learned about life in Cana-
da. Activities included an art class, Kidstown Water Park, McGregor Park and Community Centre, 
Planet Fun, Ontario Science Centre and a film screening. Approximately 20 children attended over 
the 2 month period.  

Summer Quest Child and Youth – Downtown Office 

A total of 18 youth and 16 children participated in Summer Quest Activities at the downtown loca-
tion, with many more registered for the program. Programs were run by the Child and Youth Counse-
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lor at the CCVT downtown office. Summer Quest activities throughout the months of July and August. 
Trips and activities for newcomer children included: a trip to Riverdale Farm for, a visit to Cineplex to 
view a screening of Cars 3, a dance and movement class with the National Ballet School of Canada, a 
trip to Ontario Science Centre as well as a visit to Christie Pits Park soccer and swimming . Trip and ac-
tivities for newcomer youth included a visit to Christie Pits Park for soccer and swimming , a visit to 
Woodbine Beach for, a visit to Centre Island, a photography workshop with GTA Photography, a Film-
making Workshop with Toronto International Film Festival, as well as a female self-defense class run by 
Wendo. 

MARCH BREAK CHILD AND YOUTH  

 
Scarborough Office 

For March Break 2018, there were five events scheduled, three for children and two for the youth. The 
children attended a film screening at TIFF and spent time in their Digispace play area. They also spent 
an afternoon at Plant Fun and visited Laser Quest and had a pizza party on the final day of activities. 
Each day there were 31 children took part over the three days. For the youth, they were treated to a 
screening of Black Panther and a session of female self -defense by Wendo. A total of 10 youth attend-
ed over the course of two days.   

Downtown Office  

For March Break 2018, there were five events scheduled two for children and three for the youth. The 
children attended a film screening at TIFF and spent time in their Digispace play area with children from 
the Scarborough office. On the second day, children were treated to a day of bowling at Danforth Bowl. 
A total of 12 children attended march break activities. Youth who attended march break activities were 
treated to a Film Screening Black Panther at Humber Cinemas, evening of skating at Nathan Philips 
Square and a session of female self-defense by Wendo. 
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Toronto Newcomer Council 

This year also we concluded the program funded by the City of Toronto of the 
Newcomer Council. The Council was offered 3 different trainings to help their de-
velopment as leaders, they were trained in Meeting facilitation, cultural compe-
tency, anti-oppression as well as how to do a needs assessment.  Through the 
training the council members worked on 4 community change projects which 
were, The Election Outreach Network, Toronto Newcomer Day Advisory Council, 
Immigrant Employment T.O. Day, and a Social Change Fair. Their involvement even 
got them recognition as two members of the council were chosen to be the mas-
ters of ceremony for Toronto Newcomer Day. 

Being & Active Citizen Curriculum for Civic Engagement 

The Social Inclusion working group has finalized a curriculum to help newcomer to engage civically in their 
communities. The curriculum was worked on by partners and developed using resources that were available 
to give a broad spectrum of what civic engagement entails. This year the group was given the Collaboration 
award by the Toronto South LIP due to their commitment to collaboration! A launch event with a workshop 
on how to best use this new resource will be done in the Fall of 2018! 

Training on Mental Health 

The health and mental Health Working group has helped bring training to front line staff on mental Health 
issues. From working on what mental health is and how it affects the settlement process. To how it affects 
front line staff and the best practices that agencies can have to better support their staff. Through consulta-
tion and research the Toronto South LIP is committed to change the narrative in the sector around mental 
health as well as better equip the social service sector to help client who are dealing with mental health is-
sues. 

Overall statistics 

The Toronto South LIP facilitated and participated in over 100 meetings last year that helped in one way or 
another with collaboration in the sector as well as benefited newcomers from all things like new program 
delivery, resources for agencies and Newcomers as well as policy change. The LIP has over 70 member 
agencies and reaches out to over 300 individuals who in one way or another serve newcomers. 

Toronto Newcomer Council 

This year also involved the development of the Toronto South Newcomer Council. The Toronto South New-
comer Council is a standing committee of the Toronto South LIP. This committee is composed of 10 new-
comer community members, all of whom reside in or access services within the Toronto South region. The 
Toronto South Newcomer Council provides an opportunity for newcomers in the Toronto South LIP catch-
ment area to provide input and   feedback on our Settlement Strategy and Action Plan projects. Council 
members meet on a bimonthly basis to      address local issues and they also meet with Newcomer Councils 
from the other Toronto LIP projects to discuss city-wide issues.  Council members are passionate about 
community development and social action and are committed to affecting change within their communities. 

TORONTO SOUTH LOCAL IMMIGRATION PARTNERSHIP 
(TSLIP) 

Giovanni Rico  
Community Engagement 

Coordinator—TSLIP 
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Fatoumata (Fanta) Ongoiba: is the Executive Director of African in Partnership against Aids. She 
is a leader in the African community, a member of Ontario Advisory Committee on HIV/AIDS, and 
African/ Caribbean Council on HIV/AIDS.  She holds Master’s in Cooperative Business Develop-
ment and management, Masters in Business Administration and PhD in Economics.  

Marina Nemat was born in 1965 in Tehran, Iran. After the Islamic Revolution of 1979, she was 
arrested at the age of sixteen and spent more than two years in Evin, a political prison in Tehran, 
where she was tortured and came very close to execution. She came to Canada in 1991 and has 
called it home ever since. Her memoir of her life in Iran, Prisoner of Tehran, was published in Can-
ada by Penguin Canada in 2007, has been published in 28 other countries, and has been an inter-
national bestseller. In 2007, Marina received the inaugural Human Dignity Award from the Euro-
pean Parliament, and in 2008, she received the prestigious Grinzane Prize in Italy. She was the re-
cipient of the Morris Abram Human Rights Award from UN Watch in Geneva, Switzerland, in 2014. 
In 2008/2009, she was an Aurea Fellow at University of Toronto’s Massey College, where she 
wrote her second book, After Tehran: A Life Reclaimed, which was published in 2010. Marina reg-
ularly speaks at high schools, universities, and conferences around the world and sits on the Board 
of Directors at CCVT (Canadian Centre for Victims of Torture) and on advisory boards at ACAT 
(Action by Christians for the Abolition of Torture) and PEN Canada. She has a Certificate in Crea-
tive Writing from the School of Continuing Studies at University of Toronto and currently teaches 
memoir writing at the SCS. In 2014, she was a recipient of the Excellence in Teaching Award at the 
School. Occasionally, she writes book reviews and opinion pieces for the Globe and Mail and is a 
regular contributor to the Oslo Freedom Forum the world.  Currently the board vice chair. 

Richard Wazana holds an LLB from Osgood Hall Law School, York University, and MSW and a 
Master's of Education from the University of Toronto.  For the past ten years, he has practiced im-
migration and refugee law, specializing in refugee claims, appellate work and work with undocu-
mented persons. Mr. Wazana brings with him social policy and social services experience. He was 
involved in the following organizations: Parkdale Community Legal services, Kids Help Phone, the 
Laidlaw Foundation and Family Services Association of Toronto. He is a long-time Board member 
and currently serves as the board chair. 

Dr. Branka Agic is Director of Knowledge Exchange with the Provincial System Support Program 
(PSSP) at the Centre for Addiction and Mental Health (CAMH). She is an Assistant Professor and 
the Associate Director of the Master of Science in Community Health (MScHS) in Addiction and 
Mental Health Program at the Dalla Lana School of Public Health, University of Toronto. Branka 
holds a PhD in Health and Behavioral Sciences along with a Medical Degree from the University of 
Sarajevo, Bosnia and Herzegovina. Branka has extensive experience in counselling, research and 
service development with immigrants and refugees. Her primary research interest is in the area of 
mental health and substance use among immigrants, refugees, ethno-cultural and racialized 
groups.  

Seble Makonnen currently works as a senior policy advisor for the Ontario government. She was 
previously the justice lead and policy advisor at the Canadian Mental Health Association, Ontario 
Division.  Prior to that, she worked as a criminal lawyer for almost ten years doing primarily Legal 
Aid work and working as Duty Counsel, assisting marginalized groups and people in need. 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
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Kemi Jacobs is Executive Director of Delta Family Resource Centre and has been director of 
property management at one of the largest social housing companies in North America.  .  In 
her work in the west of Toronto, her team is focusing on capacity-building, good customer ser-
vice, clean buildings and a strong operational performance. Previously Kemi lead the Children 
and Youth Section at TCHC. Under her leadership, there was a total re-orientation of the dept. 
as the focus changed to youth development approaches and on the integration of an anti-
oppression framework into work with children and youth.  With over 20 years of community 
involvement, Kemi is a past President of the Canadian Council for Refugees, former executive 
director of Culture Link Settlement Services and a past chairperson of the National Anti-Racism 
Council of Canada. 

Dr. Carolyn Filteau recently completed a PhD at Osgoode Law School in Toronto, Canada.  
Her PhD thesis title is Rights and Responsibilities:  What are the Prospects for R2P in the Inter-
national/Transnational Arena? She also holds an LLM in Law specializing in Dispute Resolution 
from Osgoode Law School and a BA/MA in Anthropology from the University of British Colum-
bia.  She has taught Conflict Resolution at Seneca College in Toronto and is currently teaching 
Negotiation at the Life Institute Ryerson University.   Her research interests include interna-
tional law, humanitarian intervention, legal theory, global conflict, the responsibility to pro-
tect, global governance, nongovernmental organizations and conflict resolution. She has pre-
sented papers at International conferences and published in conference proceedings and jour-
nals.  She is currently a Member of the Board of the Canadian Centre for Victims of Torture 
and is also working as a Senior Researcher for the Canadian Centre for Equality. 

Fiona C. Thomas is a doctoral student in the Clinical Psychology program at Ryerson Universi-
ty and a Vanier Scholar (2017-2020). Her academic interests are in cross-cultural mental 
health, including the adaptation, delivery, and evaluation of mental health interventions for 
individuals often overlooked by mainstream mental health services. Fiona’s PhD dissertation 
examines the impact of daily stressors and coping mechanisms on trauma symptom severity in 
post-conflict Northern Sri Lanka. Her doctoral research builds on her academic and fieldwork 
with refugee populations in transit countries, including Nepal and Malaysia. Fiona also remains 
actively involved in supporting newcomer populations settle in Toronto. 

Jehan Teja was born in Toronto to first-generation East African Indian immigrant parents, and 
grew up very aware of the challenges around resettlement in a new country. Since her early 
teens, she has volunteered in many capacities with the Shia Ismaili Muslim institutions, includ-
ing extensive work with youth from families that had recently fled Central Asia (Afghanistan in 
particular.) She has an undergraduate degree in Economics and Political Science, and a Mas-
ter's degree in Economics, both from McMaster University. For four years, she was a capital 
planner with the Ontario Ministry of Training, Colleges and Universities, but in early 2014, she 
left this position to pursue her current endeavours as the owner and artist behind Azki Jewelry, 
through which she designs and creates ethical jewelry and fashion accessories. Most recently, 
her work has become a permanent feature at the Aga Khan Museum shop. 
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New Board Members 

Monica Franklin has been involved in newcomer and settlement issues for many years. She is a 
lawyer and worked for more than 20 years in the Ontario legal clinic system, most recently as 
staff lawyer and social assistance team lead at Flemingdon Community Legal Services in the 
Thorncliffe Park area of Toronto. She provided services to low income, vulnerable and marginal-
ized populations, particularly on social assistance/disability, human rights, housing and immigra-
tion issues. She is currently on the Board of MCIS Language Solutions, which provides interpret-
ers to many courts, tribunals, hospitals and legal clinics and also trains newcomers to work as in-
terpreters. She was on the Board of CCVT between 1998 and 2001 and looks forward to the op-
portunity to renew her acquaintance with CCVT staff, clients and programs.      

Wajeeha Rafat is a passionate finance professional, has a splendid career of over 15 years in 
Finance, Audit and Consulting across large global companies such as Ernst & Young, Siemens, 
Royal Bank of Canada. She is CPA (Canada), CMA (UK) and SAP CO Certified (Germany) and has 
Bachelors in Commerce and Masters in Economics degrees. 

She started her career with Ernst & Young, conducted external audit of clients in multiple indus-
tries including non-profit organizations. She was able to get her first job in the Canada with Scotia 
Bank as a Manager Reporting and Analysis and thereafter served Royal Bank of Canada for over 3 
years as Manager Financial and Regulatory Reporting. She took active part in various volunteer-
ing activities hosted by or sponsored by RBC. Recently she raised funds for RBC Race for the Kids 
and was recognized as the top 10 fund raisers of the CFO Group.  Wajeeha is very passionate 
about volunteering, has been associated with CCVT for almost five years. 

Ruba Ali Al-Hassani is a Ph.D. candidate at Osgoode Hall Law School, York University studying 
post-conflict state sovereignty and state-building. She holds a Masters Degree in Criminology 
from the University of Toronto that focused on cases of torture at Guantanamo Bay & Abu 
Ghraib, and a Masters of Law from Osgoode Hall Law School that focused on the Saddam Hussein 
trial. She has taught Sociology at York University, and at her alma mater, Trent University, where 
she had majored in Psychology and Sociology. Ruba is a co-founder and former Board Member of 
the Canadian Association of Muslim Women in Law. She is also a member of the Board of Direc-
tors at the Canadian Alopecia Areata Foundation. During her free time, she is an interpreter for 
the Iraqi Refugee Assistance Project, and a regional representative of the Iraqi Cooperative Or-
phan Aid Foundation. Her research interests are many, but focus on Iraqi Studies, terrorism and 
counter-terrorism, digital Sociology, the Sociology of storytelling, as well as the Sociology of law, 
crime, and social control. 
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Amina Malko 

Amina Malko was one of the first CCVT staff members to be hired 
and was Office Manager for over five years until she moved to 
OCASI. Amina was an extremely hard working, tireless and 
committed staff member. Her particular interest was in improving 
the lives of refugee women and she did indeed have a positive 
impact through her dedication and perseverance. She advocated 
on behalf of women refugees, worked for policy changes at the 
local, national and international level and was a key member in 
organizing Refugee Rights Day.  

With CCVT funding and support, Amina undertook organizing an 
“African Women in the Community” conference in an effort to 
have women’s voices expressed directly. The Amina Malko Award 
will be given to someone with refugee experience who has 
significant  involvement in policy, advocacy and settlement 
service for newcomers. 

Trevor Bartram 

Trevor Bartram was a founding member of CCVT and remained 
an integral part of its organizational growth. As a founding 
member and legal advisor, Trevor undertook the tedious and 
unglamorous tasks that a developing organization requires. He 
wrote (and rewrote) the agency’s bylaws, negotiated leases, 
contracts and other related agreements. He served as the 
secretary, Chair of the International Committee and as a 
member of the Fundraising Committee.  

Over the years, Trevor contributed much to the organization 
and befriended newcomers and invited his many new friends 
into his active social life. He traveled to Africa, Latin America and 
Europe attending international conferences on behalf of CCVT. 
The Trevor Bartram Award is given to individuals who have 
made a  significant achievement in organizational development, 
particularly in setting up new community based organizations 
consistent with the human rights mandate of CCVT, as well as 
having experience in developing programs, policies, and 
structures, and  success with funding initiatives. 

FIRST LIGHT AWARDS 
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2017-2018 FIRST LIGHT AWARD RECIPIENTS 

Aberra Makonnen holds Masters Degree in International 
Relations from University of Waterloo. He is one of the 
founding members of the Ethiopian Association and played a 
significant role in advocating for Ethiopians in refugee camps 
to come to Canada under private and government 
sponsorship. 

He has worked as Coordinator with COSTI Immigrant Services, 
Residential counsellor for Metro Toronto Association for 
Community Living and as Vocational counsellor for CANACT 
Skills Development Centre. He was a board member for 
CANACT, Ethiopian Association, Oromo Canadian Association, 
Ottawa- Carlton Immigrant Services Organization and National 
Capital Alliance on Race Relations. He was also a board 
member of the Personnel Committee at  CCVT for over 5 year. 

Teresa Dremetsikas is a Medical Doctor by training and has 
been working for the Canadian Centre for Victims of Torture 
(CCVT) for the past thirty-one years as a settlement counsellor, 
Settlement Coordinator, and Program Manager.  She is 
currently the Program manager at CCVT with overall 
responsibility for program design, implementation and 
evaluation. She is very active in public education delivering 
several training sessions on the issue of torture, assessment of 
survivors and development of supportive strategies for 
different institutions and for several organizations including 
CCVT staff, medical students, Health/Mental health 
professionals, social workers, educators, Refugee and 
Immigrant Service Agencies across Canada, Citizen and 
Immigration Canada officers, Immigration and Refugee Board 
members, Pre Removal Risk Assessment Officers and newly 
assigned  Canadian Consular officers. She has made numerous 
presentations on the issue of torture locally, nationally and 
internationally. 

Aberra  
Makonnen  

Teresa  
Dremetsikas  
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CCVT STAFF 

Management Team 

Mulugeta Abai Teresa Dremetsikas Mbalu Lumor Abdul  

Abubaker 

Ezat  

Mossallanejad 

Settlement Program 

Mildred Fidele Selamawit Yohannes Kubra Zaifi  Samar Ahmed 

Sondous Attar Lucy Kaite Nyarwai 
Nisreen Al Khatib 

Rahaf Alakbani 
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Domine Rutayisire Alejandra Salgado 

Samina Zubairi Nadia Umadat 

Abigail Jackman Juliette Ntege Luxsiga Ambigaibagan   

Venusha Kalatharan  

Toronto South Local Immigration             
Partnership (TSLIP) 

Giovanni Rico 

Leyan Saleh  

Mental Health Program 

Student Interns 

Rhonda Horton, Bachelors of Social Work, Ryerson University, September 2017 – April 2018 

Adeena Persaud,  Masters in Social Work, University of Toronto, April 2017-August 2017 

Rose Bright, Masters in Social Work, University of Toronto, January 2018-May 2018 

Rafiya Asad, Master of Social Work, University of Toronto, September 2017 to April 2018 

Naitang Chiu, Master of Social Work, University of Toronto, September 2017 to April 2018 

Julie Anne Slater, Master of Social Work, University of Toronto, April 2017 to August 2017  
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Adriana Lilic Badina Kone Elena Sen 

Reception & Administration 

Community Engagement & Youth Mentorship 

Cathlin Martin Avril Daley Megha Agnihotri Sehdeen Lowe 

English Language Instruction &       
Skills Training 

David Burt Rose Coulton Inez Caldwell Elena Solokhina 
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FINANCIAL REPORT 

CONDENSED AUDITED REPORT - APR.1,2017-MAR.31,2018 

INCOME 2017-2018 2016-2017 

Citizenship and Immigration Canada   

- Settlement 1,617,480 1,292,324 

-  TSLIP 80,201 83,672 

- NHQ 2,444 - 

United Way of Greater Toronto 237,193 256,293 

Donation\Fundraising 113,817 139,902 

Foundations and Other Charities 4,362 49,114 

City Of Toronto   

- CSP 27,025 26,495 

- Investing in Neighbourhoods 11,309 39,656 

- Toronto Urban Health Fund 15,025 59,169 

Ministry of Health-LHIN 46,092 46,092 

HRSDC - Canada Summer Jobs 7,063 7,021 

 - NSP - Core 76,911 76,911 

- Innovative Settlement & Integration Project (NSP-V) 120,880 50,120 

- Pay Equity 23,311 23,311 

Ministry of Children & Youth Services 40,970 40,500 

Honoraria\Fees 7,909 23,015 

Interest\Sundry Income 3,098                              1,078  

TOTAL INCOME 2,435,090                      2,214,673  

 

Note: some prior year comparative figures were reclassified to the new financial presentation  
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FINANCIAL REPORT 

CONDENSED AUDITED REPORT - APR.1,2017-MAR.31,2018 

EXPENSES: 2017-2018 2016-2017 

Wages and Benefits 1,674,215  1,583,385  

Program Supplies & Expenses 84,345  100,646  

Rent 78,981  74,302  

Common Expenses 53,786  53,333  

Fundraising Expense 42,362  44,166  

Bookkeeping 47,915  39,806  

I.T. Support\Web Hosting 37,474  27,245  

Maintenance & Cleaning 35,500  32,512  

Telephone 31,555  30,145  

Utilities 23,072  35,335  

Printing and Photocopying 24,226  22,247  

Professional Fees 40,455  27,484  

Insurance 16,239  10,777  

Mortgage Interest 6,436  7,257  

Publicity 3,230  3,404  

Funded Capital Purchases 106,653  19,021  

Volunteer Support 2,175  4,759  

Staff Development 19,377  16,054  

Conference & Meetings 11,200  7,659  

Membership Dues 2,440  4,103  

Stationary & Supplies 8,933  5,338  

Resource Production - 160  

Consulting 800  16,765  

Amortization 31,022  28,373  

Sponsorship/Partnership 3,860  ,483  

TOTAL EXPENSES                     2,386,251 2,201,759 

NET INCOME                           48,839  12,914  
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SOURCE OF FUNDS:  

GOVERNMENT AND FOUNDATIONS 

   Immigration, Refugees and Citizenship Canada 

 Settlement and Integration program 

 Toronto South Local Immigration Partnership (TSLIP) 

 NHQ 

United Way of Greater Toronto 

City of Toronto 

 CSP 

 Investing in Neighborhoods 

 Toronto Urban Health Fund 

Ministry of Health (LHIN) 

Ministry of Citizenship and International trade 

 NSP 

 Innovative settlement project 

 Summer Experience 

 Pay Equity 

Ministry of Children and Youth services 

Inner City Health Associates 

Toronto District School Board 

Peel District School Board 

 We Welcome the World 

 
Special Thank You to Second Harvest for providing food for  
our service users throughout the year! 
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CCVT SURVIVORS IN NUMBERS 

APRIL 2017 - MARCH 2018 
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AGE CATAGORY 

GENDER 
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TOP TEN SOURCES OF REFERRALS 
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CCVT SURVIVORS IN NUMBERS 
APRIL 2017—MARCH 2018 
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TOTAL CLIENTS: 2464  COUNTRIES: 91  MALE: 1081 FEMALE: 1371 OTHER: 12 
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COLLABORATING AGENCIES  

 Abaasarusi Missionary Church 

 Access Alliance Multicultural Community Health 
Centre 

 ACCESS Employment Centre 

 Adam's House 

 Afghan Association of Ontario 

 Afghan Women's Counseling & Integration  
Community Support Organization 

 Africans in Partnership Against AIDS (APAA) 

 Albert Campbell Public Library 

 Applegrove Community Center 

 Amnesty International 

 Arab Community Centre of   Toronto 

 Barbara Schlifer Commemorative Clinic 

 Bickford Centre - TDSB 

 Birkdale Women’s Shelter 

 Bloor Information and Lifeskills Center 

 Brampton African Community Services 

 Black Creek Community Health Centre 

 CAMH (Center for Addition and Mental Health) 

 Canadian Arab Foundation 

 Canadian Centre for International Justice 

 Canadian Council for Refugees 

 Canadian Red Cross 

 Canadian Tamil Youth Development Center  

 Canoraaa (Centre Francophone de Jeunes de  
Toronto)  

 Catholic Community Services of North York  

 Catholic Community Services of York Region 

 Catholic Cross Cultural Services 

 Catholic Immigration Center 

 Casa de las Americas 

 Cawthoura Park Secondary School 

 Cedarbrae Library 

 Center for Ethics, University of Toronto 

 Children’s Aid Society 

 Centre Francophone du Toronto Metropolitan 

 Centre for Information & Community Resources 

 Center for Spanish Speaking Peoples 

 Centre Medico-Social Communautaire 

 Christie Refugee Welcome Centre 

 Chinese Family Services 

 City Adult and Learning Center (CALC) 

 Community Microskills Development Center 

 College Boreal 

 Community Action Resource Centre 

 Community Resource Connections of Toronto 

 Cornwall and district Immigrant Service 

 COSTI 

 Council of Agencies Serving South Asians (CASSA) 

 Covenant House 

 CultureLink 

 Davenport-Perth Neighborhood Center 

 Dixie-Bloor Neighborhood Services 

 Dixon Hall Employment Services 

 Downsview Family Health Centre 

 East End Community Health Centre 

 East Metro Toronto Youth Services 

 East Scarborough Boys and Girls Club 

 East York Collegiate Institute 

 Elizabeth Fry Society 

 Eritrean Canadian Community 

 Centre of Metropolitan  Toronto 

 Family Residence - Lido Motel 

 Family Service Association in Scarborough 

 Federation of Metro Tenant’s Association 

 Flemingdon Neighbourhood Services 

 Florence Booth House: The Salvation Army 

 Fred Victor 

 George Brown College 

 Good Sheppard Ministries 

 Goodwill Employment Centre 

 HALCO (HIV & AIDS Legal Clinic, Ontario) 

 Hamilton Urban Core Community Health Center 

 Hong Fook Mental Health Association 

 Iranian Canadian Newcomer Association 

 Iranian Community Association 

 Islamic Social Services & Resources Association 

 LAMP Ask Community Health Center  
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COLLABORATING AGENCIES  
 Latino-Canadian Community Association of  Scar-

borough 

 Lawrence Heights Community Health Center 

 Le Regroupment de Femmes Immigrantes Francophone 

 Legal Aid Ontario 

 Madina Mosque 

 Madison Community Services 

 Madison House 

 Matthew House 

 Maytree Foundation 

 Mennonite Coalition for Refugee Support 

 Mennonite New Life Center 

 Metropolitan Community Church 

 Mount Sinai Hospital, Dept of Psychiatry 

 Multi-cultural Inter-Agency Group of Peel 

 Neighbourhood Legal Services 

 Newcomer Women’s Services Toronto 

 North American Muslim Foundation 

 North York Community House 

 OASIS Centre des Femmes 

 ODSP—Scarborough 

 Ontario Council of Agencies Serving Immigrants  

 Omar Bin Khattab Mosque 

 Ontario Works Offices 

 ON-TRACK for Women 

 Parkdale Community Information Centre 

 Parkdale Community Legal Services 

 Polycultural Immigrant Community Services 

 Red Cross 

 Regent Park Community Health Centre 

 Reh’ma 

 Rexdale Women's Centre 

 Riverdale Immigrant Women’s  Centre 

 Romero House 

 Ryerson University Tri-Mentoring Program 

 Salahadin Islamic Center 

 San Lorenzo Latin American Community Center 

 Scarborough East Ontario Early Years Centre 

 Scarborough Goodwill 

 Scarborough Housing Help Center 

 Scarborough Village 

 Second Base Youth Shelter 

 Seneca College 

 Shelton Institute for Mental Health 

 Sherbourne Health Centre 

 Sick Kids Hospital 

 Sojourn House 

 Sistering 

 Skills for Change 

 Somali Canadian Association of Etobicoke 

 South Asian Family Support Services 

 St. Christopher House 

 St. James Town Library 

 St. Joseph Health Centre Toronto 

 St. Michael's College 

 St. Michael's Hospital 

 St. Paul Trinity Church 

 St. Steven’s Community House 

 Tamil Eelam Society of Canada 

 Times Change Women’s Employment Service 

 Thorncliffe Neighbourhood Services 

 Toronto District School Board (TDSB) 

 Toronto Family Services 

 Toronto Public Health 

 Toronto Public Library 

 Toronto Rehab 

 Tropicana Community Services Organization 

 University of Toronto—Faculty of Social Work 

 War Child Canada 

 Welcome Centre Immigrant Services 

 We Welcome the World Center—Peel 

 Wellesley Community Centre 

 West Scarborough Legal Services 

 West Scarborough Neighborhood Center 

 Women's College Hospital 

 Women's Health in Women's Hands 

 Woodgreen Community Centre of Toronto 

 Working Skills Centre 

 Working Women Community Centre 

 YWCA of Greater Toronto 

 YMCA Family and Social Services 

 YMCA Link Assessment Center 

 Yonge Street Mission 

 Youth Employment Services 
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CCVT VOLUNTEERS 

1. Abeer Brki 

2. Ahmad Kanji 

3. Ajantha Arun 

4. Akshay Shanbhag 

5. Alves Ane Karine 

6. Amanda Doyle 

7. Amtul Rauf  

8. Anali Nicholas 

9. Andres Mcconnon 

10. Antoni Frolov 

11. Anyi (Annie) Qian 

12. Ari Barbalat 

13. Aru Dutta 

14. Asma Nsiri 

15. Asokan Sadasivan 

16. Audrey Berend 

17. Ayad Hammadi 

18. Ayah Al-Oballi 

19. Barrie Robert Reynolds 

20. Becky Lockert 

21. Beeta Senedjani 

22. Biru Tamrat 

23. Brenton Szaabatura 

24. Briar Murawski 

25. Cameron Bryant 

26. Cameron Ferguson 

27. Care Robertson 

28. Carlos  Ruiz  Ibanez 

29. Carolyn Filteau 

30. Charles Lawther 

31. Charlotte Darcy 

32. Christian Nianiaris 

33. Christina Cruz 

34. Christine Vu 

35. Christopher Nabzdyk 

36. Cindy Knowles 

37. Cindy McConnel 

38. Cynthia Stark 

39. Dajean Lacasse 

40. Darien Stanislaus 

41. Derek Dempster 

42. Dhani Nallainathan 

43. Diane Enns 

44. Dianne O'neill 

45. Diviya Lewis 

46. Donna Midanik 

47. Dushanthi Jayawardena 

48. Dylan Guarda 

49. Eglantina Bacaj 

50. Elham Zureqat 

51. Ellen Kert 

52. Elona Tahiraj 

53. Elvire Douglas 

54. Eric Aagaard 

55. Eric Gerigas 

56. Esther Bakaly 

57. Fatima Hussain 

58. Fatima Karaki 

59. Fiona Hobler 

60. Fred Williams 

61. Graham Webster  

62. Gregory le Blanc 

63. Gulru Inan 

64. Gulshan Jessa 

65. Halla Ahmed 

66. Hani Alhamdani 

67. Hisham Shokr 

68. Iliyana Boykov 

69. Iman Dharwish 

70. Imitiyaz Ali 

71. Jacqueline Elliott 

72. Jaitra Sathyandran 

73. Jala Rizeq 

74. Jane Clapp 

75. Janette McCabe 

76. Japteg Singh 

77. Jeffrey Aquino 

78. Jonah Cevrier 

79. Joseph Vedova 

80. Jules Munana 

81. Julia Garvey 

82. Julia Olioff 

83. Julie Caron 

84. Kara Grace Hounsell 

85. Karen Denise Dublin 

86. Karen Weinthal 

87. Katherine Beattie 
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CCVT VOLUNTEERS 

88. Katherine Dixon 

89. Kathleen Dore 

90. Kathleen Easton 

91. Kathleen Keefe 

92. Kathleen Pattinson 

93. Kazi Uddin 

94. Kemon Munro 

95. Khasthuri Kiritharan 

96. Kidan Gebremedhin 

97. Lauren Ramsey 

98. Lesley Ciarula Taylor 

99. Lisa Miller 

100. Lou Natale 

101. Lynn Bessoudo 

102. Mahboubeh Honarian 

103. Malathy Veluppillai 

104. Manal Azar 

105. Manal Lewis 

106. Manuel Romero-Araya 

107. Manya Koopal 

108. Marc Bishara 

109. Marcelle La Fleur 

110. Marcia D’souza 

111. Mariam Bahar Azimi 

112. Marie Kiluu-Ngila 

113. Mary Moore 

114. Maseehullah Stanikzai 

115. Matt Currie 

116. Maureen Holland  

117. Megha Agnihotri 

118. Melody Lotfi 

119. Mohamed Sabih 

120. Mostafa Hetteh 

121. Muhammed Jessa 

122. Munira Sitotaw 

123. Narges H. Ibrahim 

124. Nasir Karma 

125. Nastassia Michael 

126. Natalia Guled 

127. Natasha leon 

128. Nebal Aboumoustafa 

129. Negar Seifzadeh 

130. Nestor Silveira 

131. Neveen Zeineldein 

132. Nisreen Al Khatib 

133. Oluwaseun Senbore 

134. Orgocka Teuta 

135. Pat Baranek 

136. Phoebe Heng 

137. Pitasanna Shanmugathas 

138. Pooja Kesh 

139. Prerna Babbar 

140. Raed Elborno 

141. Rafal Ramzi 

142. Rana Ammar 

143. Raoof Fatah 

144. Ravi Saral 

145. Rebecca Harrison 

146. Rena Dong 

147. Rene Sugrim 

148. Ricardo Ireij 

149. Rushaan Rashid 

150. Ryan Samad 

151. Sachi Kasturia 

152. Safa Sidiqqui 

153. Saira Somji 

154. Sally Ibrahim 

155. Sara Cation 

156. Seema Das 

157. Shaheynoor Talukder 

158. Shaun Pett 

159. Sheena Kotecha 

160. Shelby Auburn 

161. Shereen Sief 

162. Sohie Kassel 

163. Srija Biswas 

164. Sugunthan Shanmugathasan 

165. Tajana Smith 

166. Tanya Delaghe 

167. Thanooshan Sivaloganathan 

168. Tina Lines 

169. Tuli Chowdry 

170. Vajiha Sipra 

171. William Sparks 

172. Yasmynne Hussain 

173. Yohana Solomon 
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CCVT SUPPORTERS 

 SoulPepper Theatre       

 Art Gallery of Ontario          

 Old Mill Toronto 

 Medieval Times 

 Starbucks  

 Humber Cinemas  

 Tarragon Theatre 

 Vescada Salon 

 Theatre Passe Muraille 

 Hotdocs Films 

 Book City, Bloor West 

 Factory Theatre 

 Ten Thousand Villages 

 Jane Clapp – Urban Fitt 

 Mysteriously Yours 

 Lush Handmade 
Cosmetics 

 Mount Sinai Hospital 

 Crossroad’s Clinic &  
Women’s  College 
Hospital 

 Africans in Partnership 
Against AIDS 

 Thorncliffe 
Neighbourhood Office 

 Women’s Health in    
Women’s Hands 

 Centre for Internationally  
Educated Nurses 

 Diviya Lewis — Choose       
Gratitude 

 The Merchant Restaurant 

 Daniel Fast Photography 

 Toronto Operetta Theatre 

 Erieta Boutique 

 Orphan Black 

 Coco Beauty Bar 

 Delight Chocolate 

 Cheese Boutique 

 Buddies in Bad Times 
Theatre 

 Amira’s Islamic Store & 
Boutique 

 Apple Canada 

 Progressive Accounting 
Services 

 Second Harvest 

 Ideal Computer 
Technology 

 Subway 

 The Berlin Restaurant 

 The Walper Hotel 

 Azki Jewellery 

 One Health Clubs 

 Antle Mears Charitable        
Foundation 

 CP24 CHUM FM 

 Maple Lodge Farms 
(Halal) 

 Judith Amudson 

 Monica Franklin 

 Teresa Dremetsikas 

 Mbalu Lumor 

 Akram Ramezani 

 Dr. Claire Pain 

 Dr. Wendell Block 

 Sabina Taylor 

 Lois Bordowitz 

 Diane Enns 

 Ezat Mossallanejad 

 Kathleen Easton 

 Susan McGrath 

 Rick Zytaruk 

 Selam Yohannes 

 Alejandra Salgado 

 Marina Nemat 

 Vivien Fellegi 

 Inniskillin 

 Arterra Wines Canada 

 Jérôme Photography 
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THANK YOU TO  

EVERYONE FOR JOINING  
US ON OUR  

JOURNEY OF HOPE 

CCVT Staff Photo following World Refugee Day walk 2018 
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